
THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. 

LECTURE 11. 

A large Portion of the Old Testament in the Form of History- 
Sources of Information, Divine and Human-All the Histori- 
cal Books connected as a Whole-Composed under Inspira- 
tion-Leading Characteristics of Sacred History.-I. Reli- 
gious-Selection of Subjects and pervading Spirit entirely 
different from ordinary Human History-A Record of God's 
Providence and His Moral Government.-11. Typical-The 
Old Testament Dispensation foreshadowed the New - In  
Persons, Institutions, Events. - 111. The Element of the 
Promise - The Stream of History directed through the 
Channel of Seth's Descendants - Definite Renewal of the 
Promise to Abraham-Separation of the Heirs of the Promise 
-Poetical Books - Prophetical Books - Religions Teaching 
the Stated Work of the Prophets - Writings - Predictive 
Element-Insulated Propl~ecies-Prophecies relative to the 
Jews, and the Nations connected with them - Progressive 
Prophecies concerning Christ. 

A LARGE proportion of the Old Testament is 

historical; and the information contained in i t  

might be obtained by the writers from monu- 

ments, from archives, or from their personal 

knowledge of the facts they relate. Whatever 

views we may entertain of the manner in which 

the spirit of inspiration operated on the minds 

of the sacred penmen, one thing is clear, that i t  

did not supersede the exercise of their natural 
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faculties with regard to matters within the reach 

of human knowledge; and hence we may con- 

clude that Moses, the author of the opening 

history, would be left at liberty to avail himself 

of such oral testimony or written documents as 
might be accessible to him. I n  regard to his 

account of creation and the fall of man, that 

must have been a divine communication, being 

probably derived by tradition from Adam, whose 

knowledge of the origin of himself, as well as of 

all creatures and all things, was doubtless com- 

municated to him by a heavenly instructor; and 

though i t  would be presumptuous to affirm any- 

thing with dogmatic confidence upon the subject, 

i t  appears in the highest degree reasonable to 

believe, that the imparted intelligence regarding 

the order and results of the creative process, omen 

by his condescending Maker in conversations with 

the primeval man, is embodied in the early 

chapters of Genesis. Accordingly i t  may be safely 

asserted, that the first portion of that book con- 

tains a condensed epitome of aboriginal history, 

which no forger, no late compiler, could have 

invented; and consequently that its very origin- 

ality is a pledge of its divine origin and inspired 

truth. With regard to the later details of this 
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book, relating to the increase, degeneracy, and 

dispersion of mankind, together with the most 

striking dispensations of providence during the 

first two thousand years, Moses doubtless derived 

his materials from human sources that were ac- 

cessible to him. Writers of history avail them- 

selves of every means and opportunity of obtaining 

reliable information, whether from oral testimony, 

ancient monuments, public archives, or private 

journals ; and according to the zeal, assiduity, and 

judgment with which they ransack latent stores 

of knowledge, and consult the most proper 

authorities upon their subject, will their work 

contain a collection of trustworthy and varied 

facts, and themselves be esteemed interesting and 

valuable historians. Moses acted in this manner. 

His history in the first ten chapters is evidently 

derived from tradition, for it bears all the cha- 

racteristics of that kind of knowledge which is 

limited to some striking or memorable facts; and 

considering that, from the longevity of the ante- 

diluvian and early post-diluvian patriarchs, the 

tradition must have passed through a very few 

hands, the source whence the knowledge of those 

facts he has recorded came to Moses, indepen- 

dently of divine superintendence, was direct and 
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pure. When he comes down to the time of 

Abraham, there is a manifest change on the cha- 

racter of the history, which becomes much more 

copious and connected, descending into minute 

and circumstantial details, and recording incidents 

in personal and family experience, of which there 

is no similar trace in the earlier portion of the 

book. A still greater change appears in the tenor 

of the history when the narrative is brought down 

to the time of the exodus; for i t  then assumes 

the character and form of a journal, containing a 

record of the chief and most important transac- 

tions of the passing time. I t  was not a voluntary 

labour that Moses thus imposed upon himself; 

for, however natural and interesting i t  might have 

been for the leader of a young and independent 

nation to keep a record of the events that marked 

its early history, this duty was not left to his 

own option or sense of its utility. I t  was 

enjoined upon him by the high authority that 

invested him with his divine legation; and by 

the successive additions made to this public re- 

gister, as the human incidents occurred, or the 

divine communications were made the document 

rose to the magnitude i t  attained at the close 

of the great legislator's career, comprising in its 
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chequered pages narratives of the natural inter- 

mingled with the supernatural, as might be ex- 

pected to characterize a history of the establish- 

ment of a divine economy amongst the chosen 

people. l This is the Pentateuch, the first por- 

tion of the sacred history. The book of Joshua 

follows. I t  holds an indispensable place in the 

sacred canon, as i t  is the only authoritative 

document which shows the faithfulness of God 

in accomplishing His promises made to the patri- 

archs and to Moses, by giving that people a 

permanent possession of the land; and i t  was 

stamped, in the eyes of the Hebrew people, with 

great value, as recording the original distribu- 

tion of property among the tribes of Israel, and 

the early provision made for the ordinances of 

the true religion. Joshua was called by the 

express authority of God to undertake the com- 

mand of the Hebrew people in the war of invasion 

which was about to commence in Canaan; and 

having been their leader in the conquest of the 

Promised land, it is natural to think that he would 

Preserve a record of all the great occurrences and 

acquisitions that marked so memorable a period in 

' Dent. xxxi. 10, 11, 26, 27, xvii. 14, I8  ; Ex. xxiv. 7 ; Dent. 
Sxviii. 58-61. 
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the national history of God's people. Several cir- 

cumstances lead to the conclusion that it was com- 

posed by Joshua himself, or under his direction?, 

I t  was added by him to the took o f  the law o f  

the, Lord, and i t  is frequently alluded to as a 
sacred book in other parts of Scripture.' The 

succeeding book of Judges is not to be considered 

a regular and complete history of the period, but 

only as a link connecting the narrative of Joshua 

with the historical books which follow, and fur- 

nishing selected details in proof of its leading 

object, which was to show that, whenever the 

Israelites apostatized from God, they were over- 

taken by war or fell into servitude, and, on the 

other hand, whenever they returned to His service, 

and continued in dutiful allegiance, they enjoyed 

a course of national peace and prosperity. Its 

author is, on good grounds, believed to have been 

Samuel, and various references are made to i t  

both in the Old and New Testamenk3 Euth was 

regarded by the ancient church as a part of 

Judges, and the importance of the book consists 

Josh. v. 1, xxiv. 26. 
2 1 Kings xvi. 34 ; PS. xliv. 2, lxviii. 12 ; Hab. iii. 12 ; Act$ 

vii. 45 ; Heb. xi. 30, 31 ; Jas. ii. 25. 
3 1 Sam. xii. 9 ; 2 Sam. xi.21 ; PS. Ixxxiii. 11, XCTO. 5 ; Matt, 

ii, 23 ; Acts xiii. 20 ; Heb. xi. 32. 
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in contributing to show the ancestry of David, 

and consequently the genealogy of a greater than 

David. The books of Samuel are exceedingly 

interesting, as they abound with circumstantial 

and varied details relative to the religious and 

political state of the Israelites under the two last 

judges and the two first kings ; especially as they 

show the preservation of the church of God 

amidst all the vicissitudes of the Jewish govern- 

ment, the promises made to David respecting the 

continuance of the royal authority in his family, 

and Solomon's peaceful reign as a type of 

Messiah's universal kingdom, the establishment of 

the national worship on Mount Zion, and the per- 

manent erection of God's temple in Jerusalem. 

Facts and statements in these two books are re- 

ferred to in  many portions of the Scriptures. The 

two books of Kings comprise a succinct account 

of the reigns of the later kings of Israel and 

Judah. The subjects they relate are of great 

interest and importance, such as the building and 

dedication of the temple, the partition of the 

nation into the two separate kingdoms of Israel 

and Judah, the introduction and prevalence of 

idolatry, the ministrations of many prophets, the 

Egyptian and Assyrian invasions, and the captivity, 
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first of Israel, afterwards of Judah, Eepeated 

allusions are made to these books in the New Tes- 

tament ;l and the allusions which our Lord, as 

well as the Apostle James, has made to the won- 

derful miracles they relate, and to the prophecies 

they contain, particularly that relating to Josiah? 
attest their divine inspiration. The books of Ezra 

and Nehemiah relate occurrences that fell under 

their observation, and of which they took respec- 

tively a leading direction. But the movements 

which they commenced or conducted were mani- 

festly under the guidance of Providence; and 

be occurrences therefore the books which relate tho- 

are so essential to the progressive development of 

the state of things which was to bring about the 

fulness of time," when the true oracle, " the WORD," 
and the great High Priest, was to appear, that 

the insertion of both forms important links in the 

chain of the sacred history. Of Esther we have 

taken notice already ; and i t  remains only to say a 

few words regarding the two books of Chronicles. 

They comprise genealogical lists, which must have 

been regarded as of great interest after the cap- 

Matt. i. 7-12, vi. 29, xii. 42 ; Luke iv. 25-27 ; Acts ii. 29, 
vii. 47-50 ; Jas. v. 17, 18. 

1 Kings xiii. 2. 
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tivity; details of the governments of David and 

Solomon, which throw great light on the succinct 

accounts contained in the books of Samuel and 

Kings; and also of the dismemberment of the 

kingdom under Rehoboam, and of many transac- 

tions relating to the two severed portions of the 

kingdom, the history of Judah being minutely 

recorded. The object of the sacred historian 

was, by dwelling particularly on the peculiarities 

of the national constitution,-such, for instance, as 

related to the temple worship, together with the 

prosperity which would lighten up the country 

by a faithful adherence to the service of the true 

God, and the public calamities that would be 

entailed by apostasy,-to furnish a directory, after 

the restoration from the captivity, for the instruc- 

tion and guidance of the people. That they were 

compiled after the period of exile had terminated, 

is evident from references made to facts connected 

with the return of the exiles, particularly the 

decree of Cyrus, which, from the conclusion of the 

book, and some peculiar forms of expression, be- 

token that the writer had been in the habit of 

using the Chaldee language. The two books of 
Chronicles, which are essentially one, form a most 

addition to the sacred writings. They 
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were the latest in being introduced into the 

ancient canon; and though they are allowed by 

scholars to be the most corrupted in point of text, 

they are of the greatest use for obtaining an ac- 

curate knowledge of the tribal or family history 

of the Jews. Moreover, they are of a character 

which fully harmonizes with the other sacred 

books : for, amid the somewhat dry details of 

genealogical and geographical facts, there are inter- 

spersed many passages containing narratives, dis- 

courses, parables, and prayers, which no reader of 

sensibility, and, above all, of piety, can read with- 

out emotion and lively interest. 

All these books are separate and in themselves 

complete compositions, yet they form a continuous 

and progressive chain of historical information 

relating to the character and condition of the 

Jewish people during the greater part of their 

temporary dispensation; and they are so closely 

connected, that here, as well as elsewhere, " the 

Scripture cannot be broken." They do not, how- 

ever, constitute a series of books, like those of a 

cabinet or family library, in which portions of 

literary work are assigned to different contem- 

porary authors, and the volumes, prepared and 

issued in succession, form a general collection, 
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which is designed to embrace the whole range of 

a nation's history. The Old Testament histories 

were written by men who lived in times widely 

remote, and their several contributions describe 

diversified periods in the progress of the Jewish 

Church and State. But the writers, with one 

exception, begin their respective works with a 

formula which clearly intimates that what they 

drew up was to be conjoined, as an integral part, 

with the sacred books which the Holy Ghost had 

moved others before them to compose. The copu- 

lative conjunction, A& is the link by which each 

author unites his book with those of preceding 

Scriptures. And as such a particle, or its equiva- 

lent, serves the same purpose in all languages,- 

that of being the means or sign of connection,- 

the systematic use of i t  by the Old Testament 

historians demonstrates that their several narra- 

tives were intended to form one connected whole. 

I t  joins the second, third, and fourth books of 

Moses to the first,-the last being only a reca- 

pitlllation of the former; i t  continues the history 

through Joshua, Judges, Euth, the books of 

Samuel and Kings ; and though the seventy years' 

captivity made a long interruption, the historical 

Sometimes in our translation rendered Now. 
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thread is resumed, and Ezra, Nehemiah, and the 

writer of Esther commence their post - exilian 

narratives precisely in the same manner as the , 

preceding historians. The books of Chronicles 

occupy an exceptional position : for, being filled 

chiefly in the early part with genealogical regis- 

ters, which begin with the first man, Adam, and 

supplying in the later portions many things which 

were omitted in the former books of the sacred 

history, they did not make a contribution of new 

and additional matter ; and therefore, though 

serving the purpose of appendices to the books of 

Samuel and Kings, they could not be introduced 

as a sequel to the preceding books. I t  is evident, 

then, that so remarkable a uniformity in the style 

of commencing these histories indicates design on 

the part of the authors; and their common em- 

ployment of the connecting particle which in all 

languages serves to join things together, can be 

regarded in no other light than as signifying that 

all these books constitute one continuous history. 

The authors of these books must have been de- 

pendent upon testimony for the facts they narrate, 

and they are very free and unreserved in their 

reference to the documentary sources whence they 

derived the information which they embody in 
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their narratives. Thus, both Joshua and Samuel 

quote the book of Jasher; an anthology, or collec- 

tion of national songs. Frequent appeals also are 

made to the narratives of Nathan, Ahijah, and 

~ddo: of Jehu? and others, who wrote memoirs of 

detached periods and annals of successive reigns ; 

for in the courts of Israel and Judah, as in those 

of all Oriental countries, there was a recorder, 

or historiographer, whose special duty it was to 

register the most interesting and prominent occur- 

rences of every passing day. Accordingly, no 

documents are more frequently referred to than 

the books of the chronicles of the kings of Israel 

and Judah ;* and, in fact, the later historical 

books of the Old Testament are to a great extent 

an abridgment of, or extracts from, the records 

made by those royal secretaries. Now it cannot, 

in the mind of an intelligent and reflecting person, 

affect the character of the sacred history, that the 

materials of which i t  consists have been derived 

from many different sources, and compiled from 

private records or public archives. There is not a 

more erroneous idea than to conceive of the books 

Josh. X. 13 ; 2 Sam. i. 18. 2 Chron. ix. 29. 
2 Chro11.1 xx. 34. 
1 Kings xiv. 19 ; 1 Chron. xxvii. 24 ; also Esth. vi. 1, 
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of Scripture as containing nothing but matter that 

has been directly revealed. For although, in com- 

mon and familiar language, the Scripture is called 

the volume of revelation, because i t  contains all 

that God has been pleased to reveal of His will 

to man, it comprehends also a, great variety of 

subjects that are of merely human origin and 

secondary importance. All Scripture, therefore, is 

not rez?eIation, but all Scripture is given by inspira- 

tion of God. Let its contents have been derived 

from sources ever so diversified,-from the direct 

and immediate communications of God, from the 

suggestions or cogitations of the authors, from 

ancient traditions, from private memoirs or na- 

tional registers,-yet, having been accepted by the 

Spirit of truth, and incorporated in that Book 

which expresses the divine mind, they have been 

brought under the influence of inspiration, have 

been appropriated to divine purposes, and must 

be regarded as bearing the stamp and impress of 

truth. I n  other words, i t  is an inspired history. 

This is a principle of the greatest importance, and 

we propose to expound i t  at length in the present 

lecture, by directing attention to the leading cha- 

racteristics of the sacred history, religious, typical, 

and pervaded by the element of a divine promise. 
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I. Keligious.-Between the Scripture historians 

and the ordinary historians of the world, there is 

a remarkable difference in the subjects they select, 

in the characters that figure at full length in their 

pages, and which they respectively hold up to 

the esteem and admiration of their readers. I n  

the one, it is the statesmen who have guided the 

counsels of the senate, the warriors who have 

fought the battles of their country, the monarchs 

who have swayed the sceptre of a powerful and 

extensive empire, - whose hands have held the 

balance of power between rival states, and whose 

government has given a tone and character to 

their age. I n  the other, the characters held up 

to our view are those who, though moving in the 

vale of private or buried in the obscurity of 

humble life, were yet the sincere and devoted 

servants of God,-those who, by their faithful- 

ness and fortitude, maintained the cause of truth, 

who spent their lives in diffusing the knowledge 

and influence of religion, or were bright exemplars 

of the virtues and graces of piety. I n  the one, 

the records given in full detail of the men of 

Power, science, or military renown, have been 

often made to lend a false splendour to other 

qualities which have no claims on our moral 
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esteem. I n  the other, while faults and blemishes 

are delineated with a faithful and impartial hand, 

the deeds of humble piety, the achievements of 

faith, the power of religion, are always brought 

conspicuously before us. I n  the one, though 

genius has strained her utmost efforts, and elo- 

quence poured forth her noblest strains, to per- 

petuate the memory of great men and ensure 

them a deathless fame, they have in time either 

been consigned to total oblivion, or they have 

remained but the empty shadows of a name. I n  

the other, the ancient worthies of the church 

are preserved in the Bible, as in an ark, from all 

the destructive ravages of time ; and when its re- 

cords of eternal truth shall be diffused over the 

whole world, "that which they did shall be every- 

where spoken of as a memorial of them." I n  the 

one, the object aimed at  is, to narrate the doings 

of man in his individual or collective capacity; 

to describe the progress of society, the discoveries 

of science, the inventions in art, the measures 

adopted to develope the material resources of a 

country, or to reform and improve the political 

institutions of a nation. I n  the other, the grand 

pervading object is to reveal the character and 

the will of God. All the other matter which tthe 
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Scriptures contain is subordinate to this design,- 

has been introduced merely from being connected 

in some way or other with the progress or ex- 
tension of true religion in the world, or from its 

being calculated to illustrate and enforce its pro- 

visions. So that, in order to perceive the cha- 

racter and enter into the spirit of the Scriptures, 

one must ever keep in mind the peculiar design 

for which they were written. And just as, in 

perusing a work of any human author, we must 

direct our minds, amid the occasional notices of 

other things we may meet with in the volume, 

to the principal subject on which it professes to 

give information ; as, in taking up a medical book, 

for instance, we are prepared, from its character, 

to obtain from i t  chiefly an account of the symp- 

toms and treatment of disease; or, in reading a 
history of Scotland, we expect to find, amid in- 

cidental allusions to foreign powers, with whom 

it may have been in amicable relations, that the 

main stream of the narrative will be directed 

towards the affairs and institutions of our native 

country; so, in reading that book which was 

dictated by the Spirit, and which pre-eminently 

claims to give an historical detail of the progres- 

sive development of the scheme of grace for the 
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recovery of fallen man, we are led to consider 

particularly the character of Him who provided 

and announced this peculiar method for the moral 

and spiritual education of the world. The sacred 

history gives us an account of His dealings with 

that people whom He selected for a time to be 

the depositaries of His will; and in the estab- 

lishment of that people in the land of promise, 

as well as in the direct and constant superintend- 

ence He maintained over them, we have an in- 

stmctive view of the maintenance of a divine 

providence over all the course of the world an 

the affairs of men. 

God appears in almost every part of their 

national history,-not only on signal occasions, 

when interposing in a miraculous manner for thei 

deliverance from Egyptian oppression and dange 

and for their final establishment in the land o 

promise, but in the ordinary course of their ex 

perience in that country; and while they live 

and acted as people have done always and ever 

where, forming their plans, prosecuting the1 

labours, and pursuing with energy and persever 

ance the most promising means of success i 

every department, God is represented as working 

with them and for them in all their undertakings. 
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He gave them laws and institutions adapted to 

the special duty they were selected to promote; 

so that, while other people have to wait the slow 

progress of time, ere they attain the perfection 

of their social and political system, the Israelites 

rose at once to the dignity of a free, independent, 

regularly constituted, but peculiar people ; for they 

had God for their King and Leader, and their 

historians write as if His presence were constantly 

felt among them. I n  time of war, He goes with 

them to the battle, arrays the hosts for the con- 

test, stimulates the onset, devises stratagems, de- 

fends or demolishes the walls, delivers the enemy 

into their hands, sometin~es overthrowing them 

without the stroke of a sword, and secures the 

relinquished property or conquered territories for 

His people. In time of peace, He makes them 

enjoy the highest measure of prosperity attendant 

on that righteousness which exalteth a nation. 

He builds the house, keeps the city, gives them 

the early and the latter rain, sows the seed into 

the soil, blesses the springing thereof, and crowns 

the year with His goodness. On the other hand, 

when they did evil, and broke their allegiance 

to Him, "the anger of the Lord was hot against 

Israel," and He sold them into the hands of foreign 
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conquerors. Nay, not only is He described as 

exercising this vigilant superintendence over the 

nation generally, but as extending His provi- 

dential care in the minutest manner over the 

lives and interests of individuals. Not a personal 

movement did any one make, nor a domestic 

occurrence take place; not an honour did any 

one receive, nor an office was he appointed to 

fill; but i t  is traced directly to the divine foun- 

tain of all good. If Jacob prospered, Laban is 

made to say, "I  have learned by experience that 

the Lord hath blessed me for thy sake ;" if Joseph 

rose in favour with his master, i t  was "because 

Potiphar saw that the Lord was with him;" if 

Job recovered from his various and protracted 

afflictions, and was restored to personal health and 

domestic felicity, " i t  was the Lord who blessed 

his latter end more than his beginning ; " if David 

triumphed in the unequal contest with the Philis- 

tine, " i t  was the Lord who inspired the stripling's 

heart with courage, and directed his arm against 

the foe;" if Solomon was endowed with extra- 

ordinary wisdom, i t  was " the Lord who gave him 

a wise and understanding heart ;" if Elijah per- 

formed the laborious duty of a courier before the 

king in his hurried journey to Jezreel, it was 
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because "the hand of the Lord was strong upon 

him ;" and if Daniel and his three friends made 

extraordinary proficiency in their Chaldee studies, 

it was because l' God gave them knowledge and 

skill." Nay, as the God of providence, His king- 

dom ruleth over all, and all the kings of the 

earth are subordinate to His will. He  raiseth up 

one, and setteth down another; He laid the tower- 

ing pride of Nebuchadnezzar in the dust, and 

enlisted Cyrus as the instrument of acconlplishing 

His destined restoration of the Hebrew exiles. 

Further, He is represented as holding all the 

elements of nature in His hand, and wielding 

them now in mild and benign influences for the 

happiness of a people, at another time "turning 

the fruitful land into barrenness, for the wicked- 

ness of them that dwell therein." I n  short, the 

agency of God is kept in view and acknowledged 

in every occurrence,-in events the most trivial 

and minute, as well as the most important; and 

thus the whole of the sacred history furnishes a 

continuous commentary on the doxology of the 

apostle, who, animated with devout admiration of 

the divine perfections as displayed in the king- 

doms both of nature and grace, exclaims, " Of 

Him, and through Him, and to Him are all 
F 
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things; to whom be glory for ever, Amen." Men 

may talk of the reign of law, and that certain 

events take place as the necessary results of 

natural causes ; they may philosophically descant 

on the rise and fall of empires, ascribing them 

to accident, or to causes merely of a political 

nature. But although there is admittedly a 

subordinate operation of secondary causes, the 

sacred historians never forget to look beyond, and 

ascribe them to the direct influence of Him who 

is the Governor among the nations, and the great 

First Cause of all things. How peculiar their 

phraseology! how different from the style in use 

amongst mere men of the world ! An ordinary 

historian, if describing the rise and progress of 

a nation, would have enlarged on the profound 

sagacity, the broad and liberal views of the 

statesmen who laid the foundations of their social 

or political institutions, or improved and adapted 

them to the character and condition of an ad- 

vanced age. If narrating a victory, he would have 

extolled the military skill and tactics of the 

general who formed the plan of the engagement, and 

the gallant bearing or daring courage of the troops 

who fought under his banner. Or if, having to 

speak of the dangerous illness of a royal person- 
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age, and his happy recovery from the verge of 

the grave, he would have dwelt on the great and 

widespread satisfaction which the unexpected in- 

telligence diffused throughout the kingdom ; and 
while he paid a compliment, i t  may be, to the 

skill and assiduity of the medical attendants, 

never made an allusion to that high unseen Power 

that suggested thoughts to the physician's mind, 

and imparted a healing virtue to all the remedial 

treatment he prescribed. How different the style 

of the Bible history ! I t  is so composed, that we 

never rise from the perusal of it full of admira- 

tion for man, but always full of admiration for 

God. Where ordinary historians would rear a 

memorial of eulogistic praise to man, the sacred 

writers raise a monument of glory to God; and 

when we think that the large collection of his- 

torical tracts which the Scriptures comprise is 

written throughout in this style of pious acknow- 

ledgment of God,-a style so widely different 

from the prevailing tone and uniform tendency 

of all human writings,-we are irresistibly led to 

the conclusion that the sacred history, though 

traced by the pen and expressed in the language 

of man, is of a higher origin than the product 

of any human mind. 
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11. A second characteristic of the sacred history 

is its typical nature. - A type properly denotes 

a rude draught, or an imperfect representation of 

an object, in order to a more accurate and com- 

plete delineation of it. "To constitute one thing 

the type of another," says Bishop Marsh, "as 

the term is generally understood in reference to 

Scripture, something more is wanted than mere 

resemblance. The former must not only resemble 

the latter, but must have been designed to re- 

semble the latter. I t  must have been so designed 

in its institution. It must have been designed 

as something preparatory to the latter. The type 

as well as the antitype must have been pre- ' 

ordained; and they must have been pre-ordained \ 

as constituent parts of the same general scheme 

of divine providence. I t  is this previous design 

and this pre-ordained connection which CO 

stitute the relation of type and antitype. Whe 

these qualities fail, where the previous desi 

and the pre-ordained connection are wanting, t 
relation between any two things, however sin~il 

in themselves, is not the relation of type to anti- 

type. The existence, therefore, of that previozzs 
design and pre-ordained connection must be ' 

clearly established, before we can have authority 
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for pronouncing one thing the type of another. 

But we can establish the existence of that pre- 

vious design and pre-ordained connection, by 

arguing only from the resemblance of the things 

compared. For the qualities and circumstances 

attendant on one thing may have a close resem- 

blance with the qualities and circumstances 

attendant on another thin" and yet the things 

themselves may be devoid of all connection. 

How, then, i t  may be asked, shall we obtain the 

proof required ? By what means shall we deter- 

mine, in any given instance, that what is alleged 

as a type was really designed as a type ? Now 

the only possible means of knowing that two 

distant, though similar, historic facts were so 

connected in the general scheme of divine pro- 

vidence that the one was designed to prefigure 

the other, is the authority of that work in 

which the scheme of divine providence is un- 

folded. Destitute of that authority, we may 

confound a resemblance subsequently observed 

with a resemblance pre-ordained; we may mis- 

take a comparison founded on a mere accidental 

Parity of circumstances, for a comparison founded 

on a necessary and inherent connection. There 

is no other rule, therefore, by which we can 
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distinguish a real from a pretended type, than 

that of Scripture itself. There are no other pas- 

sible means by which we know that a previous 

design and a pre-ordained connection existed. 

Whatever persons or things, therefore, recorded 

in the Old Testament, were expressly declared by 
Christ or by His apostles to have been designed 

as prefigurations of persons or things relating 

to the New Testament, such persons or things so 

recorded in the former are types of the persons 

or things with which they are compared in the 

latter. But should we assert, that if a person 

or thing was designed to prefigure another person 

or thing, where no such prefiguration has been 

declared by divine authority, we make an asser- 

tion for which we neither have, nor can have, 

the slightest foundation. And even when com- 

parisons are instituted in the New Testament 

between antecedent and subsequent persons or 

things, we must be careful to distinguish the 

examples where a comparison is instituted merely 

for the sake of illustration, from the examples 

where such a connection is declared as exists 

in the relation of a type to its an t i t~pe ."~  These 
are the true principles of typical interpretation; 

l Lectures on the Bible. 
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and as many writers have allowed a lively fancy 

to discover resemblances which are only apparent 

or very doubtful, we shall not admit any into 

our argument but what are sanctioned by scrip- 

tural authority. Now the whole of the ancient 

dispensation was a shadow of good things to 

come; and the wisdom of God ordained that 

the people who were chosen for a time to be 

the depositaries of divine truth, should be 

so modelled as, in their name and by their 

institutions, to prefigure the permanent spiritual 

church of the future which was to be established 

in all parts of the world. The names of Israel 

and the seed of Jacob are designations still 

applied to the people of God in the Christian 

church; and in the constitution of their peculiar 

society as a theocracy, God ruling them, and 

dwelling as King in the midst of them, was 

adumbrated the spiritual kingdom of Christ. 

All the regulations that were made for the 

education and government of that people; the 

character they were to sustain as a "kingdom 

of priests and a holy nation;" the privileges 

conferred on them, the ordinances established 

amongst them, as well as the leading persons 

who held civil and ecclesiastical office amongst 
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them, bore a typical reference, and pre-intimated 

something in the life, character, or work of Christ. 

Of the personal types in the Old Testament 

there were very many, both before the law and 

under the law; and as, for the sake of brevity, 

we must limit ourselves to the notice of a few, 

we select only two of the former, viz. Isaac and 

Melchizedek. The most memorable event in the 

life of Isaac was his being surrendered by his 

father at the command of God, who thereby put 

the faith of the patriarch to the severest trial; 

and what was the meaning of this extraordinary 

act appears manifest from the words of our Lord, 

"Abraham rejoiced (rather, vehemently desired, 

earnestly longed) to see my day ;" and it is 

generally believed that this scene was arranged 

by God for the purpose of showing the pious 

patriarch, by a symbolical action, the office which 

the promised Saviour was to perform. That the 

transaction was pre-eminently typical, appears from 

the close analogy between the whole details and 

corresponding circumstances in the history of the a 

Redeemer. The pre-intimation of the birth of ' 

Isaac to his mother, his miraculous conception, 
his name fixed by th'e angel previous to his 

Luke X. 24. 
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birth, his commanded sacrifice, the selection of 
the Mount Moriah-not by chance or for con- 

venience, but by divine appointment-his being 

the sole victim, his carrying the wood, his being 

three days doomed to die, and his resurrection 
(&I 'rrapa@o\~) in a figure or similitude, all pre- 

figured the leading events in the life of the 

Saviour. Melchizedek was another type before 

the law, and the point in the Saviour's character 

he typified was the union of the kingly and 

priestly offices. Melchizedek, according to the 

general opinion, was a Canaanitish prince, an 

eminently pious and religious man, whose genea- 

logy was perhaps designedly veiled in mystery, 

that he might be in this, as in other things, a 

type of Christ. He is mentioned in the sacred 

history as a contemporary of Abraham, and also 

in the 11 0th Psalm as well as in the Epistle to 

the Hebrews, where the apostle, aiming to show 

the pre-eminence of Christ's priesthood over that 

of Aaron, avails himself of the somewhat remark- 

able coincidences which happened to subsist 

between what is here related of Melchizedek, 

who combined in his own person the dignity both 

of king and priest. This fact enabled him to 
illustrate more strikingly to the Jewish Christians 
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to whom he was writing the union of the same 

offices in Christ, who sits a Priest upon His throne. 

Again, as far as appears from the sacred record, 

Melchizedek was a priest not by inheritance. 

Though, as a man, he doubtless had a father and 
mother, and was born and died like other men; 

yet, as nothing is said on these points by the 

historian, the apostle, holding him forth precisely in 

the light in which he is represented in the history, 

and in no other, says that he was without father, 

without mother, without descent, having neither 

beginning of days nor end of life, but, made like 

unto the Son of God, abideth a priest continually; 

that is, he derived his office from no predecessor, 

and delivered i t  to no successor, but stands before 

us in the sacred record single and alone, consti- 

tuting himself an order of priesthood. I n  this 

respect he was made eminently "like unto the 

Son of God," who was also a priest, not after 

the manner of the sons of Aaron, by descent 

from their predecessors, but after the similitude 

of Melchizedek, that is, by an immediate divine 

institution. These are the grand points of resem- 

blance between Melchizedek and Christ; and we 

think i t  by no means unlikely that Moses, penning 

his narrative under divine guidance, was moved 
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to omit the various particulars respecting the 

birth and parentage of Melchizedek, and the 

and close of his priesthood, and 

to introduce him so briefly and abruptly into 

the thread of his history, for the very purpose of 

affording to uninspired penmen in after ages the 

means of very pertinently and forcibly illustrating 

this sublime feature of Christ's official character. 

These two are isolated types, as were all the 

other personal types before the law-Adam, 

Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Jacob, and Joseph. The 

types under i t  were more numerous as well as 

diversified.-Indeed, as has already been. remarked, 

in all the various ordinances which God made 

known to His people through the medium of 

Moses, we everywhere find a Saviour significantly 

pointed out under the different characters which 

he bore. Among these various typical represen- 

tations of His office and ministry, the high-priest- 

hood holds a conspicuous place. Of what order of 

being He was to be, the apostle to the Hebrews 

informs us, by saying that "He  was to be taken 

from among men;" He must be a man, one of 

ourselves, a partaker of our nature, and in all 

respects like to us. 

For man, having become a sinner, could not 
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approach God except through the mediation of a 

high priest who was to be taken from among men. 

Aaron and his posterity were appointed to that 

office, and that not of themselves, nor of the will 
of man ; for says the apostle, No man taketh this 

honour unto himself, but he that is called of God, 
as was Aaron." The leading characteristic of the 

priesthood was holiness. An order of men, the 

sons of Levi, was set apart for this express purpose, 

separated from every secular work to the service of 

the sanctuary; and the great mark of their cha- 

racter engraven on the mitre of Aaron, " Holiness to 

the Lord,"-the solemn ceremony of consecration,- 

the splendid habiliments of his sacred office,- 

the holy oil that was poured on his head, sym- 

bolical of the Holy Spirit, to qualify him for his 

great work,-the purpose for which he was or- 

dained, viz. to offer a continual burnt-offering,- 

the offering of a bullock every day for a sin-offer- 

ing, and a lamb every morning and evening, and 

the gifts or freewill-offerings of the people;-the 

whole of these, both gifts and sacrifices, were to be 

presented by the priest as a confession of sin, an 

acknowledgment of divine favour, and a supplica- 

tion of divine mercy. In the days of Aaron and 

his sons, the mediation between God and man 
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was carried on by means of sacrifices and offer- 

ings; and of such importance were they, that the 

whole book of Leviticus, except a few verses, is 

occupied in describing their form and nature. 

Besides the appointed sin-offerings for particular 

persons and on peculiar occasions, we find one 

stated sacrifice in which the whole nation was 

concerned. The entire service of that day was 

committed to the high priest, who was never to 

enter the inner part of the tabernacle, called the 

Holy of Holies, except on that day, dressed not 

in his rich pontifical costume, but in pure white 

linen. He had to bring a sin-offering and a 

burnt-offering for himself; and having offered the 

first, he was to go within the veil with some of 

the blood, and sprinkle it before the mercy-seat. 

The high priest, by his mediation between God and 

the people, when the functions of the sacerdotal 

office were faithfully discharged, obtained for them 

the blessings of mercy, pardon, and peace. The 

heavy judgments which God had declared against 

the transgressors of His law were prevented when 

the high priest had made the customary offer- 

ings, and by means of them God was reconciled 

to His offending people. In  short, the substitution 

of an animal in place of the sinner,-the im- 
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position of hands on the head of the victim,-the 

victim legally subjected to the curse,-atonement 

made by blood, the worship of the church con- 

sisting largely of sacrifice;-every one of these 

circumstances has its antitype in the atoning and 

intercessory work of Christ, as is amply explained 
by the apostle to the Hebrews. Other personal 

types under the law were Moses, a typical me- 

diator, Joshua, Samson, David, Solomon, Elijah 

in his ascension, Jonah in his living entombment 

for three days and three nights, Zerubbabel and 

Jehoshua,-in the history 'of all of whom, did 

space permit, we might show typical resemblances 

of a striking nature. But passing these, it may be 

proper to give a sample of types from the institu- 

tions under the law ; and the most remarkable is 

the tabernacle. That sacred edifice itself, together 

with its splendid successor, the temple, the ap- 

pointed meeting - place between God and His 

people ; the ark -placed in it, with the testimony, 

i.e. the two tables of stone containing the ten 

commandments, and a copy of the rest of the law, or 

divine communications made through Moses to the 

people ; the mercy-seat or propitiatory, a cover- 

ing of pure gold, spread over the ark, in which 

the tables of the law were kept, covering i t  
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and thereby bearing a deeply interest- 

ing and important signification; the Shechinah, 

or symbol of the divine presence, resting on the 

mercy-seat, and indicated by a cloud, from the 

midst of which responses were audibly given when 

God was consulted on behalf of His people; the 

&ew - bread, a symbol of the full and never- 

failing provision which is made in the church for 

the spiritual sustenance and refreshment of 

God's people; the candlestick, with its seven 

branches, denoting the perfect light or knowledge 

the church would afford; the golden censer; the 

brazen pillars, Jachin and Boaz ;-these and various 

other articles and vessels, too numerous to be 

specified, constituted the prescribed furniture of 

the tabernacle ; and i t  is impossible to account for 

the extraordinary care which God took in the 

erection of this tabernacle, especially for His con- 

descending to such minute details, except on the 

assumption that this tabernacle was to be of a 

typical character, and eminently subservient to 
the religious instruction and benefit of mankind, 

by shadowing forth, in its leading features, the 

worship and grand characteristics of the Christian 

church. The Epistle to the Hebrews illustrates 
this typical character of the Old Testament. 
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Besides the tabernacle, there were many other 

typical institutions, such as the passover, the feasts 

of pentecost and of tabernacles, the feast of 

trumpets and the feast of expiation, the burnt- 

offering, the sin-offering, the day of atonement. 

But passing these, i t  may be proper to specify 

some memorable events i n t h e  history of Israel 

that were eminently typical, such as the deliver- 

ance from Egypt, the passage through the Red 

Sea, the manna, the brazen serpent, the pillar of 

cloud by day and of fire by night; the frequent 

temporary appearance of the LORD in a human 

form, prelusive of His future incarnation, and pre- 

figured to Abraham by the smoking furnace and 

the burning lamp, by Jacob's ladder, the bnrn- 

ing bush, the cloud of glory; and His miraculous 

birth foreshadowed by various instances of con- 

ception beyond the ordinary course of nature. No 
reader of the New Testament can doubt the typical 

character of these events : for in several parts of 

the epistles they are spoken of; and particularly 

in the tenth chapter of the First Epistle to the 

Corinthians, the apostle, having recorded the 

miraculous passage through the Red Sea, and 

alluded to some memorable transactions in the 

wilderness, says: "Now all these happened to 
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them for ensamples: and they are written for our 

admonition, upon whom the ends of the world are 

come." "Whatsoever things were written afore- 

time, were written for our learning."2 The writer 

whose duty it was to record these things in the 

course of his narrative, had a work to perform to 

which a man even of the highest natural ability 

and consummate thoughtfulness must have been 

unequal. He  could not, for instance, have antici- 

pated the .dogmatic use which the apostle made 

of Jacob and Esau, or the allegory on Sarah and 

Hagar. An omission, a defective description, or a 

derangement in placing the furniture of the sanc- 

tuary, would have vitiated his record as a reliable 

history. One of these things, which prefigured 

The terms which denote a type are in Scripture numerous 
and varied. ~ b s s s  is the common word. It occurs once in its 
natural and proper sense in the speech of Thomas, ds Â¥" vkou 
f S i v  B'hv-in the print of the nails (John xx. 25) ; but it is fre- 
quently used in its secondary signification, which we give i t  (Rom. 
V. 14;  1 Cor. v. 16 ; Col. ii. 17). In Heb. viii. 5, x. 1, the word 
used is uitiSt, shadow, and along with i t  occurs the phrase ivriS&- 
!*am, patterns or figures. The apostle employs the word vrapffi- 

&>-h, a parabolic figure (Heb. ix. 9, xi. 19). Elsewhere the word 
employed is & A ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o + c Y K ,  allegories (Gal. iv. 24), and apwyi'Sx, 
seals (Rom. iv. 11). As to the antitype, the word & ~ T U ^ ~ O Y  is 
found in 1 Pet. iii. 21. In  the passage of Colossians where u x h ,  
shadow, is used, the antitype is called the a+, the body, as i t  
is called in Heb. X. 1, s'lxu~ ; also ps>.^~~uu AyffiSZn, and TO;$ o ipav&  

(Heb. ix. 23). 
Rom. XT. 4. 

,- 
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events in the life of Christ, or connected with 

Christianity in the distant future, would have 

been regarded as evincing a divine pre-ordination ; 

but when not one or two instances only, but a 

whole institution, with all its appendages, and a 
peculiar dispensation, with the leading events 

which happened during its continuance, bore this 

typical reference to the worship and the church of 

a new and remote economy, the historian who 

recorded this complex system of types so exactly 

that they all suited their antitypes, executed a 

work which required more than human wisdom. 

111. The third characteristic o f  sacred history 'Is, 

that there runs through it the element of a divine 

promise to be fuZfiZZed in the distant future.-A 
favourite subject of study in our day is the state 

of the aboriginal inhabitants of the world. Some 

writers of a speculative turn are directing their re- 

searches into prehistoric times, and on the basis of 

some vague conjectures, suggested by collections of 

artificial flints and groups of antique relics, are 

endeavouring to form elaborate theories respecting 

the character and primitive state of man. The 

sacred history proceeds upon a totally different 

principle; and although i t  gives in the beginning 

but a few detached facts, i t  has a definite object in 
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view, which i t  pursues with undeviating steadiness. 

That object is not to describe man in his physical 

any more than in his intellectual and social pro- 
p s s ;  for i t  tells us very little of Adam. The 

actual information i t  gives us respecting his state 

in paradise is small indeed-not more than a few 

obscure statements necessary towards an under- 

standing of the subsequent change. We are 

informed that he was good at his creation, subject 

to God, happy in himself, and invested with 

dominion over the earth and the lower creatures. 

But we are told nothing beyond these simple facts. 

Even the fall is briefly and obscurely related, 

although the painful certainty is clearly brought 

out, that the first pair abused their privileges, 

became disobedient, and died. For rescuing them 

from that state of sin and misery into which they 

had fallen, there was forthwith announced a hope 

of deliverance, which, though expressed in vague 

and indefinite terms, was sufficient to save them 

from despair; and the announcement of that 

deliverance, which was to be effected by a human 

descendant, forms the real starting-point of the 

sacred history ; for the great object of revelation 

is to record the progressive development of the 

means by which mankind were to be regenerated 
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and saved. The Scriptures, in short, contain 

the history of redemption; and they adhere 

to this main design with a unity of purpose, 

never interrupted nor broken by all the variety 

of secondary and secular subjects which are in- 
troduced. The minds of men-at least of the be- 

lieving and pious portion of them-in all succeed- 

ing generations were directed to this promise of 

a deliverer; and i t  became a subject of constantly 

increasing interest, from the progressive communi- 

cations made to those to whom God was pleased 

to reveal His gracious will. Those revelations 

were not made all at once, in the mature form 

and to the full extent in which we now find 

them. He who knew the nature and capacities 

of man unfolded His purposes simply and gra- 

dually, as the recipients were able to bear them; 

and in that progressive method of making known 

the system of revealed religion, we recognise a 

clear, unmistakeable proof of its having emanated 

from the all-wise God. Thus one single object 

only was first announced; when that had been 

left for a sufficient length of time to fix itself in 

the mind of the privileged receiver, a new com- 

munication was made; and that, again, at a 

certain interval was followed up by the addition 
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of other circumstances, each of which tended to 

give a clearer and fuller view of the original 

announcement, as well as contributed to sustain 

and invigorate the exercise of faith. The sacred 

historians, therefore, were not left, like ordinary 

writers of history,-a Hume or a Robertson, a 

Macaulay or a Burton,-to record all the events 

and transactions of the ancient world at  their dis- 

cretion. Their minds were led by the guidance 

of the Spirit to the deliberate selection of those 

facts which tended to a definite purpose-the 

important purpose of tracing the onward course 

of the promise. Thus, instead of giving a full 

and detailed history of the primeval family, the 

narrative is confined to the one episode of Cain 

and Abel; and this episode is introduced with 

a view to explain that the promise was to run 

in the line of Seth. And the insertion of the 

genealogical register was to trace the direct de- 

scent from him. The blessing pronounced on 

Shem was recorded to point out the privileged 

destiny of his descendants; and it was in accord- 

ance with the same unity of design, that after 

a general account of the dispersion, showing the 

common descent of all mankind,-" for God hath 

made of one blood all nations to dwell on the 
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face of the earth,"-the historian enters on the 

family history of Abraham. I n  the course of the 

narrative, he successively drops out of view all 

the patriarch's relatives who were not in the 

direct line of the promise. First, Lot is detached 

from the selected family; next Ishmael is lopped 

off as a rejected branch, and Isaac acknowledged 

as the heir; then Esau is deprived of his primo- 

geniture, and Jacob receives the patriarchal legacy 

by benediction. Nay, not only is this peculiar 

plan adopted in recording the descending line of 

the Hebrew patriarchs ; but a number of incidents 

are recorded, of a very trivial, some of a selfish 

and vindictive, others of a most offensive cha- 

racter, - giving unmistakeable evidence of what 

coarse materials the Divine Architect wrought out 

the sanctifying process. But the relation of those 

trivial incidents and revolting crimes was made, 

because i t  had in every instance a necessary or 

an important bearing on the future history of 

Israel in connection with the divine scheme of 

grace. " I see," says an excellent writer, "the 

promise all through Genesis. I confess myself 

wholly at a loss to explain the nature of that 

history on any other principle, or to unlock its 

mysteries by any other key. Couple it with this 
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consideration, and. I see the plan of Revelation 

proceeding with beautiful uniformity,-a unity of 

plan connecting (as i t  has been well said by 
Paley) the chicken roosting upon its perch with 

the spheres revolving in the firmament; and a 

unity of plan connecting in like manner the 

meanest incidents of a household with the most 

illustrious visions of a prophet. Abstracted from 

this consideration, I see in this book details of 

actions, some trifling, others odious, pursued at a 

length (when compared with the whole) singu- 

larly disproportionate; while things which the 

angels desire to look into are passed over and 

forgotten. But this principle once admitted, and. 

all is consecrated, -all assumes a new aspect : 

trifles that seem at first not bigger than a man's 

hand occupy the heavens. And wherefore Sarah 

laugked, for instance, at  the prospect of a son; 

and wherefore that laugh was rendered immortal 

in his name; and. wherefore the sacred historian 

dwells on a matter so trivial, whilst the world 

and its vast concerns were lying at his feet, I can 

fully understand. For then I see the hand of 

God shaping everything to His own ends; and 

in. an event thus casual, thus easy, thus unimpor- 

tant, telling forth His mighty design of salvation 
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to the world, and working it up into the web of 

His noble prospective counsels. I see that no- 

thing is great or little before Him, who can bend 

to His purposes whatever He willeth, and convert 

the light-hearted and thoughtless mockery of an 

aged woman into an instrument of His glory, 

effectual as the tongue of the seer which He 
touched with living coals from the altar. Bear- 

ing this master-key in my hand, I can interpret 

the scenes of domestic mirth, of domestic strata- 

gem, or of domestic wickedness, with which this 

history abounds." Thus the sacred history, while 

i t  records the transactions of the past, points at 

the same time to the future ; for i t  has a constant 

reference to Him who is "the end of the law," the 

substance of all its shadowy ceremonies. Moses, 

indeed, was specially privileged : for with him 

the Lord spake mouth to mouth, even apparently, 

and not in dark speeches; and he knew more of 

the mind of God than perhaps any of the writers 

of the Scriptures. Yet i t  is impossible to conceive 
that he could have written not only without error, 

but in the direct line of revelation, and with per- 

fect truth and accuracy, concerning the character 

and work of the great Prophet whom God was to 
Blunt's Scriptwe Coincidences, p. 25. 
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raise up like unto him a thousand years after, 

had he not been enlightened, superintended, and 

directed by Him who gave him a divine commis- 
sion at the burning bush. I n  the same way, did 

our limits allow, we might show that the later 

historical books are pervaded to a greater or less 

extent by the same element of the divine promise. 

Passing over the books of Joshua, Judges, and 

Ruth, in which, though it is not expressly men- 

tioned, it is manifestly implied, we go to the books 

of Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles, which are his- 

tones of past events, but at the same time are 

prophetic histories, preparing the way for a more 

advanced view of the work of Christ-His kingly 

and priestly office. The histories of David and 

Solomon, which form the principal subjects of the 

two books of Samuel, form one continuous nar- 

rative. There is no interruption-no gap caused 

by the death of the former and the subsequent 

accession of the latter : for Solomon is appointed 

to the throne while his father is still living ; 

David, the man of war, is conjoined with the 
Prince of Peace. And this twofold character of 

Christ is represented in David, the mighty king, 

who went forth conquering and to conquer, reign- 

ing till all his enemies are laid submissive at his 
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feet ; and in Solomon, the builder of the temple- 

the founder and the head of the spiritual temple, 

the church. I n  the books of Kings, a similar 

reference is strikingly contained in the continuous 

history of the two great prophets Elijah and 

Elisha,-the former merging at once into his SW- 

cessor by the transmission of his prophetic mantle, 

and the infusion of his spirit,-so that the conse- 

cutive ministries of those two prophets, so closely 

united in their sacred office, pointed to the un- 

broken continuance of Christ working after His 

ascension by His word and Spirit in the church. 

Lastly, in the historical books of Chronicles we 

see the influence of the prophetic element. They 

consist to a large extent of genealogies, than which 

few things are less interesting. But even the 

spirit of the genealogical register, as well as that 

of prophecy, is the testimony of Jesus. It was 

predicted that the great deliverer should be "the 

seed of the woman." The promise was, after the 

lapse of centuries, restricted to the posterity of 

Abraham, afterwards to the tribe of Judah, and 

at last to the family of David. Had not God 

ordained that genealogical records should be kept 

in all the Jewish tribes, and that unremitting 

vigilance and care should be taken to keep faith- 
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ful registers, there could have been no means of 

ascertaining that Jesus was a scion of the royal 

house of David, and connected with the tribe of 

~ u d a h .  I t  was equally necessary that the genea- 

logy of Abraham should be traced up to Adam, 

in order that clear, unchallengeable evidence might 

be possessed to prove that the Saviour was de- 

scended " from the mother of all living ;" and 

thus of the same nature, "of one blood," with 

those whom He came to redeem. The enemies 

of Jesus often vilified Him for being a Nazarene, 

the inhabitant of a contemptible village, but they 

never attempted to deny that He was of David's 

royal line. 

Thus the Scripture history is unique, unlike all 

other histories. I t  differs from them in character, 

inasmuch as i t  contains a narrative of God's pro- 

cedure in the early ages of the world, and con- 

stantly acknowledges the reality of His moral 

government,-not as Colenso charges Moses with 

doing, like Minos, Lycurgus, and Numa, bringing 

Jehovah dramatically on the scene of human affairs, 

but tracing with pious feeling every event in the 

experience both of nations and individuals to the 

agency of Him whose providence ordains whatso- 

ever comes to pass. It differs in character from 
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all ordinary histories still further, that it describes 

a preparatory dispensation, which was perfect in 
its adaptation to an early age of the church, but 

the leading personages, events, and institutions of 

which were arranged so as to pre-intimate or fore- 

shadow the most important phases of another and 
permanent economy that was to succeed it. And 

i t  differs from all other histories in its object, 

inasmuch as, while they refer exclusively to the 

past or the present, the sacred history has an ele- 

ment pointing to the future, which, like a thread 

of gold, runs through the whole of it, bearing upon 

events not to be realized till its close. No one 

who duly considers this remarkable structure of 

the Scripture history, can believe that its writers 

would have been able, by their own unaided 

powers, to preserve its leading characteristics con- 

sistently and fully through all the successive stages 

of the old dispensation. Moreover, the sacred 

history is peculiar not only in its character and 

object, but also in its form and contents. I t  

might have been naturally expected, that in a 

professed communication from God, as the Scrip- 

ture is, nothing would be found but the purest and 

loftiest sentiments, conveyed in a dignified and 

expressive style becoming the majesty of its Divine 
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Author; and that its main design-the develop- 

ment of a scheme of grace and salvation-would 

be kept prominently and uninterruptedly in view 

from the beginning to the end. But neither of 

these anticipations is realized by the actual cha- 

racter of the record. Instead of serving only as 

a channel for the transmission of sublime truths, 

the contemplation of which would keep the reader 

in direct and constant communion with heaven, 

the early portion of i t  is occupied largely with an 

account of worldly affairs relating to man : instead 

of assuming an unwonted elevation of style, i t  

embodies its statements in plain and simple, some- 

times in the most familiar and humble, forms of 

expression : instead of a continuous, regular, and 

complete exposition of the various subjects intro- 

duced, it consists of brief and fragmentary notices, 

abruptly broken, sometimes by the interpolation of 

rolls of names, of trivial incidents and domestic 

details, which are apparently unmeaning and use- 

less ; at other times, by the insertion of lengthened 

biographies of individuals, who seem to have had 

little or no claim to a place in such a record : and 

instead of carrying out the great object of revela- 

tion in a clear, undeviating manner, i t  not only 

enters into a description of the state, manners, and 
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polit,ics of the Jews, but diverges into foreign 

regions, giving reports of strange and exciting 

scenes, which tend to disturb and obscure the view 

of Scripture truth. Such features appear in a 

marked degree to distinguish the early books of 

the Old Testament; and considering whose word 

those books contain, we are led to conclude that 

those peculiarities were stamped upon them by 

the influence of divine inspiration. If the globular 

figure was determined upon by the all-wise Creator 

as the best adapted for the functions of the world, 

i t  could not be a matter of secondary importance 

in the eyes of the same infinite wisdom what 

should be the form of that sacred book which is 

the most valuable gift of His providence to man ; 

and since the early portion of the Bible has been 

cast into the historic mould, we may be assured 

that this form was chosen as the most subservient 

to the purpose for which the Scripture was given. 

No method of communication that can be imagined 

-neither proclamation, nor promise, nor prophecy 

-could have been so efficient in influence, so con- 

ducive to cheer the hearts and sustain the faith of 

mankind in the predicted interposition of a gracious 

Deliverer, as practical evidences that the Mediator 

had already entered on His office, and was pro- 
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secuting His work for man's restoration to his 

original destiny. Those practical evidences are con- 

veyed through the medium of history, and consist 

of recorded facts; they were given in the divine 

revelations made to the patriarchs, in the emanci- 

pation from Egypt, the subsequent establishment 

and national institutions of the chosen people in 

Palestine. But i t  was not in one country and at  

one period only the proof was given that the 

gracious interposition for man has been made. 

The sacred history shows, in the different scenes 

to which the narrative changes, progressive traces 

of the Mediator's agency in all ages and in various 

parts of the world,-in Egypt, and the countries 

bordering on Palestine, in Assyria, Babylon, Persia, 

Greece, and Rome,-not only by the most striking 

manifestations of power and wisdom on behalf of 

His people, but by pre-intimating the character of 

the great world-empires which rose in succession, 

and were designed to serve as pioneers in prepar- 

ing the way for the introduction of that "kingdom 

that should not be moved." So deep and power- 

ful was the impression produced by those practical 

manifestations, that throughout all the East an ex- 

pectation prevailed of a King to be born who was 

destined to rule the world. 
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The other feature of the sacred history which 

remains to be noticed is, that whereas all other 

historians, from Herodotus down to those of the 

present day, have described people by a generalized 

view of their qualities, or by a philosophical ex- 

position of the causes which contributed to their 

progress and prosperity or occasioned their decline 

and fall, the Scripture history proceeds upon a 
totally different principle. I t  selects one or two 

salient traits or outstanding acts, which, though 

insignificant of themselves, yet, when grouped to- 

gether, serve as indications of character ; and this is 

now acknowledged to be not only the true method 

of writing biography, but the best suited for the 

purpose of ascertaining the principles and motives 

of men. Thus we obtain a more vivid idea of 

the unsettled and uneasy state of the Israelites 

in the time of the judges, by notices of the many 

guerilla attacks made upon them from various 

quarters by the Arab borderers, than any historical 

sketch could convey. We learn more of the pious 

habits of the country inhabitants of Judea from 

the glimpses afforded us into the households of 

Manoah, Elkanah, and Jesse, and of their devoted 

adherence to the institutions of Moses from the 

honest independence of Naboth, than we could . 
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from any general view of society at those periods. 

And if we are apt to be surprised at the minute 

descriptions given of the conquests of David, as 

well as of the Oriental display and commercial 

undertakings of Solomon, and the apparently dis- 

proportionate space which the account of these 

have been allowed to occupy in the sacred history, 

a little reflection will enable us to discover the 

reason, viz. that these were the occasion and pre- 

cursors of that gradual departure from the ancient 

constitutional order of things which led to the final 

overthrow of the nation. 

But this feature of the sacred history-its deal- 

ing much in personal and domestic incidents-is 

deserving of attention in another point of view, as 

bearing directly on the great purpose of revelation, 

-that of training man to be a fellow-worker with 

God in his moral regeneration. I t  is in private 

life, and amid the discipline of daily occupations, 

that the spirit of religion is to be cherished, the 

habit of religion is to be strengthened, and the 

power of religion is to be established. In  this 

view the Scripture history "is profitable for cor- 

rection as well as instruction in righteousness," 

illasmuch as in its domestic details and biographi- 

cal sketches i t  furnishes abundance of models for 
H 
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imitation as well as of beacons for warning ; since 

every type of character, every variety of experi- 

ence, every condition of life, is, in its essential 

features, represented there. Human nature is the 

same in every age and all the world over ; and in , 

the transactions recorded by the sacred historians, 

though connected with a form of society long ago 

extinct, every intelligent and reflecting reader may 

perceive, by the light which they reflect, the sure , 
tendency of all the circumstances in which he is 

placed, and of every course he pursues in his indi- 

vidual probation. I n  short, the lessons taught by 

the Smipture history, as they are calculated, so 

they were evidently designed, to be universally 

useful; and seeing that providence has, through 

means of modern discoveries, not only thrown light 

upon many portions of i t  that long were obscure 

and apparently insignificant, but that researches 

are being made at present in Bible lands which 

promise to afford still more interesting and im- 

portant illustrations of the sacred page, i t  would 

be rash and presumptuous to pronounce any part 

useless or unmeaning. What is passed over by 

one, may have interest for another; and thus all 

portions may be adapted for the benefit of the 

immensely diversified minds of mankind, when the 
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word of God shall be circulated in all the world. 

All this about the Scripture history-the pecu- 

liarity of its structure and of its contents, so en- 

tirely different from those of all other histories, 

its adaptation for universal usefulness, and the yet 

unexplored depth of the mine in which its trea- 

sures of instruction are deposited-proves that the 

Scripture was not a mere human production,- 

that i t  was framed upon principles, and meant to 

subserve purposes, above and beyond the ordinary 

range of the human mind,-and consequently that 

it is inspired. 

THE POETICAL BOOKS. -The Old Testament 

abounds with poetry. Many beautiful fragments 

of songs and poetical effusions are found inter- 

spersed throughout the Pentateuch, and in the 

books of Judges and Samuel. But the books which 

are properly poetical in character, language, and 

form, are Job, the Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, 

and the Song of Solomon. These books exhibit the 

well-known features of Hebrew poetry, which is 

distinguished by this great peculiarity, that the 

Poetical age of the Hebrews differed from that of all 

other nations; in being not mythical, but always 

historic ; and with the solitary exception of David's 
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Elegy, all the poetical compositions we possess 

are consecrated to the service of religion. Poetry 

being so attractive a vehicle of truth, i t  is an evi- 

dence of divine wisdom that the Scriptures, which 

were designed for universal use, contain so many 

books cast into a poetical mould; He who knew 

what was in man, thus graciously communicating 

His will in a form calculated to gain the attention 

of multitudes, who feel didactic works in prose to 

be uninteresting and insipid. Since the art of 

poetry, then, was cultivated by writers under divine 

inspiration, and the Spirit of God chose i t  as a 

proper channel for conveying to the world a know- 

ledge of divine truth, all who are capable of reflec- 

tion will set a due value upon compositions which, 

besides being in the highest sense poetical, possess 

the still more important quality of being inspired 

-This inspiration belongs to JOB. 
We do not enter into the various questions tha 

have been agitated in regard to this book : whether 

Job was a real or a fictitious person ; whether the 

book is an account of actual conversations, or is 

merely an allegory; whether i t  was composed by 

Job or some other author. The probability is, 

that i t  was founded on fact-on the circumstance 

of an eminently great and good Arabian Emir 
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having been overtaken by a succession of heavy 

and visited by friends who came to 

condole with him in his calamitous condition. 

According to the usage of their country, after 

sitting for a time in the indulgence of silent grief, 

they engaged in social discourse, their conversation 

turning on points of great speculative difficulty in 

religion. The views advanced by the different 

speakers were afterwards embodied and expanded 

in a poetical composition, enriched with an exu- 

berance of beautiful imagery, and great variety of 

illustration from natural scenery, as well as the 

vege,table and animal products of Idumea and 

Egypt. And as this work had become known to 
Moses during his forty years' sojourn in Northern 

Arabia, he, having under divine guidance put i t  

into its present form, introduced it as a sacred 

writing to the Israelites, to whom, during their 

prolonged privations in the wilderness, the patience 

and restoration of Job were calculated to afford a 

seasonable and instructive example. With the ex- 

ception of a prosaic prologue and epilogue, which 

shed the interest of a living history upon the piece, 

it consists of a series of poetical dialogues on the 

mysterious features of the divine government as 

displayed in the calamity of Job. But passing all 
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other views of the poem, the only point with 

which we are concerned here is the question of its 

inspiration ; and that i t  is possessed of an inspired 

character, is established by the authority of our 

Lord, who quotes it? Further, i t  is attested by 
Paul, who introduces an extract from i t  with the 

formula, I t  is written," and by similar refer- 
ences on the part of other  apostle^.^ On such 

high attestations, the book must be regarded as 

possessed of divine authority - as an undoubted 

portion of inspired truth. But being the record of 

a religious debate in a poetical form, i t  must be 

viewed as a whole, not as disintegrated and in 

parts ; for while i t  abounds throughout with noble 

and sublime descriptions, i t  is impossible to ap- 

prove of many sentiments propounded by the 

various friends, and even by Job himself, who, 

under the influence of excited feeling, was misled 

so far as to curse the day of his birth. Especially, 

i t  is impossible to appeal in support of doctri 

truth to the views of those angry disputants, w 

not only contradict each other, but whom the 

divine oracle declared to have in many respects 

' Matt. xxiv. 28, compared with Job xxxiv. 30. 
1 Cor. iii. 11 with Job v. 13. I 

; Jas. iv. 10, 1 Pet. v. 6, with Job xxii. 29. f 

I 
Â¥ 
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spoken erroneously. They gave forth their own 
sentiments, which were partial, prejudiced, and 

often wrong: for they were not inspired. But the 
author who embodied their sayings in this splendid 

poem, giving unity, expansion, and an artistic 

form, to their conversational thoughts, was in- 

spired. He had a moral purpose to promote, of 

great importance to the faith and comfort of man- 

kind ; and his book, as vouched for by the high 

authority of Christ and His apostles, is entitled 

to be ranked with the other Scriptures that were 

given by inspiration of God. But in order rightly 

to perceive the purport of it, the book must be 

read with discriminating intelligence. The suc- 

cessive dialogues in the drama, though each essen- 

tial to a full view of the subject under discussion, 

and exhibiting different phases of it, are to be 

considered only as accessories to the denouement, 

preparing the way for the solution of the important 

problem given in the speech of Elihu, seconded 

and confirmed by the utterances of the divine 

speaker.l I n  those utterances the kernel of truth 

is contained; and all who, like Job's friends, 

wander in mazy labyrinths lost, perplexed by the 

apparent discordance of circumstances in human 

1 Ch. xxxviii.-slii. 
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life and the course of the world with the prin- 

ciples of infinite rectitude and benignity, will 

find the grand invaluable lesson which this book 

was designed to teach is this, that instead of the 

afflictions which befall the righteous being the 

punishment of secret extraordinary sins, "whom 

the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and scourgeth 

every son whom He receiveth." 

THE PSALMS, as the Hebrew name (Tehillim) 

indicates, was used as the title of a book com- 

prising a large collection of hymns or songs for 

divine worship and praise. They were required 

for that elaborate system of vocal and instrumental 

music introduced into the public service of the 

sanctuary by David, who from his imaginative 

genius and devout feelings furnished the senti- 

ments and words of the songs, as, with his exquisite 

knowledge and taste for music, and skill in the 

mechanical arts, he also formed the instruments 

which accompanied the psalmody. They are com- 

monly designated "The Psalms of David," as he 

composed the greater part of them, and he is the 

only author mentioned in the New Testament? 

His name appears in the titles of the psalms more 

l Luke xx. 42. 
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frequently than that of any other; and many 

*salrns which appear anonymous are proved, both 

by external and internal evidence, to have been 

his compositions-such as PS. ii.' and x ~ v . ~  The 

mission of David as a lyric poet was to embody 

and invest with charms of verse sacred truths 

which had been previously revealed : in other 

words, it was not only to contemplate the grand 

and beautiful in nature with feelings of devout 

admiration and gratitude, but to draw forth from 

under the typical forms of legal services their 

latent meaning and spirit, adapting them to the 

various spiritual exigencies of individuals and the 

church. Accordingly, the doctrinal and spiritual 

truths which had long floated down the channel 

of the ancient church in the formality of a compli- 

cated ritual, received through h im-a  living spirit 

and power, and being incorporated with the songs 

used in public worship, became the common and 

established faith of the ancient church. Through 

his instrumentality, religious worship acquired a 

spiritual character before unknown amongst the 

Hebrew people. Associated with him, as writers 

of the Psalms, were a noble band of leaders, " the 

sons of Korah," including Hernan, Asaph, Jeduthun, 

' Acts iv. 25. Heb. iv. 7. 
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and Ethan, who were endowed with talents for 

the kindred arts of poetry and music, and being 

moved by the Holy Spirit, consecrated their gifts 

to the production of compositions similar to those 

of their royal patron. Solomon also, and Moses, 

are to be ranked amongst the psalmists ; and a few 

are considered on internal evidence, or on critical 

grounds, to date after the return from the captivity. 

But the whole collection, as we have them, was 

completed in the time of Malachi, upwards of 

four hundred years before Christ.l I t  is of no 

importance to our present purpose who wrote this 

or that particular psalm, except for establishing 

the fact by the early date, that this devotional 

book was honoured with the testimony of Christ 

and His apostles, which is given no less than 

seventy times in the New Testament. ' 'So book, , 

indeed, in the sacred canon is so fully certified as 

this; and although the evidence already adduced 

in favour of its inspiration does not need any 
confirmation, i t  may be not irrelevant to add, that 

a strong additional evidence for its inspired cha- 

racter is afforded by its universal adaptation to 

the feelings and the circumstances of God's people 

in every age, - an adaptation which no hymns 

See Note C. 
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of mere human composition, however admired for 

poetic beauty, have ever equalled or approached. 

They are very various in their character and spirit. 

Some of them are purely devout effusions, dedi- 

cated to the praise of the Divine Being and His 

works, or to thanksgiving for blessings received. 

Some consist of private and personal prayers- 

for mercy to pardon or grace to help ; while others 

are intercessory for the peace, prosperity, and ex- 

tension of the church. Some contain the records 

of religious experience, describing the lights and 

shadows of spiritual life, with all its hopes and 

fears, its comforts and victories. Some psalms are 

historical, giving an epitomized narrative of the 

most memorable events in the Jewish church, 

with a view to stimulate the national sense of 

gratitude to their heavenly King and Head, as 

well as to foreshadow the far higher objects of a 

spiritual nature, which the Egyptian bondage, the 

exodus, the Red Sea, and the travels through the 

wilderness typified. Some are imprecatory against 

the enemies of God and the church ; while others 

are obviously and exclusively prophetic, containing 

many interesting and most striking predictions of 

Christ and His church. The objection often 

brought against the inspiration of this book, that 
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many of the psalms breathe a spirit of fell re- 

venge, is deprived of all weight when it is consi- 

dered against whom the imprecations are directed- 

certainly not against private and personal enemies. 

A malicious and vindictive spirit is not only con- 

demned with severity in various parts of the Old 

as well as of the New Testament; but David him- 

self was so far from being actuated by implacable 

feelings against his unrelenting persecutor, that 

he more than once saved the life of Saul, when 

it was in his power to have taken it. On the 

other hand, pious men have always desired and 

prayed that all obstacles to the diffusion of the 

truth, as well as to the peace and prosperity of the 

church, might be removed; and if these obstacles 

were presented in the persons of infidels or per- 

secuting tyrants, that they might be overthrown, 

and the wickedness of the wicked brought to au 

end. The psalmist, who was filled with zeal for 

the divine glory, sympathized so strongly with 

these views, that he could say, "Do not I hate 

them, 0 Lord, that hate Thee? and am not I 
grieved with those that rise up against Thee ? I 
hate them with perfect hatred ; I count them mine 

enemies," This view is essential to the right 

' PS. cxxxix. 21, 22. 
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appreciation of this book ; and accordingly Bishop 

Horsley remarks, that " the misapplication of the 

Psalms wholly and exclusively to the literal David 

has done more mischief than the misapprehen- 

sion of any other parts of the Scriptures, amongst 

those who profess the belief of the Christian 

religion." 

David, besides his sacred lyrics, consecrated to 

the service of the sanctuary, was endowed with 

the prophetic gift ; and although he was not called 

frequently or on an extensive scale to exercise the 

office of a prophet, he did compose psalms which 

contained very striking predictions of the Saviour, 

such as the second, the eighth, sixteenth, the 

twenty-second, and the hundred and tenth. At 

an advanced period of life he introduced another 

prediction in this remarkable manner: "David 

the son of Jesse said, and the man who was raised 

up on high, the anointed of the God of Israel, 

and the sweet psalmist of Israel, said, The Spirit 

of the Lord spake by me, and His word was in 

my tongue." The word here rendered said is a 

very peculiar and solemn expression, intimating 

to speak bg divine, inspiration; and standing as i t  

does associated with his designation as "the sweet 

' 2 Sam. xxiii. 1, 2. 
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psalmist of Israel," the announcement that " the 

Spirit spake by him" would seem to imply a 
direct claim on his part to the guiding and elevat- 

ing influences of inspiration in the composition of 

all those devotional songs which he had prepared 

for the service of the church. But the probability 

is, that this declaration referred not to his psalms, 

but to the last of his utterances as a divinely in- 

spired prophet, in which, as a farewell testimony, 

he made a solemn profession of his faith in that 

great promise which had been made to him 

through Nathan, regarding the perpetuity of his 

dynasty in the person of the great Messiah. It 
is a remarkable prophecy, showing how clearly 

he perceived the typical character of his own king- 

dom, and the spiritual, ever-enduring kingdom of 

Christ. I t  is frequently referred to in the New 

Testament.' But any further remarks on the 

character of David as a prophet are postponed, in 

order to be comprehended under the general head 

of the prophetical writings. 

THE BOOK OF PROVERBS is the first in the Bible 

to which the author's name is prefixed, and i t  

has been, with scarcely an exception, the uniform 
Matt. xxii. 43 ; Acts ii. 29, 30, iv. 25, xiii. 33-37. 
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opinion of the church that that author was Solo- 

mon. As Eastern monarchs were in ancient times 
always attended by a secretary, whose duty it was 

$0 chronicle not only every interesting and im- 

portant incident that occurred, but all the remark- 

able sayings he uttered in conversation, there can 

be little doubt that Solomon, who was so fond of 

oriental display, would have an officer of this de- 

scription amongst his royal retinue; and i t  may 

well be supposed that the memoranda of sage 

remarks and oracular observations made on all sub- 

jects, human and divine, by a person of such 

extraordinary wisdom, and kept during his ex- 

tended reign, would amount to an immense collec- 

tion. Accordingly, it is recorded that " he spoke 

three thousand proverbs;" and out of this vast 

number a selection was made and embodied in the 

present collection, apparently under the superin- 

tendence of Solomon himself. The latter portion, 

from the twenty-fifth chapter, was transcribed from 

an unpublished manuscript of Solomon's by order 

of Hezekiah, and added to the previously existing 

book, most probably forming part of those measures 

of religious reformation which that pious king 

adopted, by the encouragement and aid of the 

1 Kings iv. 32. 
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prophets Isaiah, Hosea, and Micah, who are be- 

lieved to be " the men of Hezekiah" referred to. 

As the Psalms are called the Psalms of David 

because he was the principal author, so this book 

is called the Proverbs of Solomon, although the 

two concluding chapters are ascribed to other 

authors. Their names are obviously symbolical, 

signifying, Agur = collector or teacher, Lemuel = 
devoted to God ; and they delivered their massa 

or oracle to their pupils, not by their own wisdom, 

hut by the Holy Spirit, as that term implies a 

claim to divine inspiration. The Hebrew word 

rendered proverb (Mashal) denotes a comparison, and 

this name " proverb " was probably given to i t  be- 

cause the form or matter of the proverb involved a.  

comparison. I t  was called also by the Hebrews a 
parable when expanded into details ; and i t  was a 

favourite mode of expressing their thoughts, as i t  is 

to this day, not only amongst the nomadic tribes of 

Arabia, but amongst the Persians, the Cliiriese, and 

other people of the East, who delight in sententious 

sayings and proverbial philosophy. Sometimes, in 
order to aid the memory, they were thrown into 

a poetical form ; and so are these Proverbs of 

Solomon, which, being arranged in couplets, triplets, 

and other n~odifications of versification, exhibit all 
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the varieties of that parallelism which is a pecu- 

liar feature in Hebrew poetry. The book is in- 

terestin" not only from its poetical form, but 

for the invaluable treasures of practical wisdom i t  

contains ; and, as has been often remarked, having 

been in existence five centuries before " the seven 

wise men of Greece," and seven centuries prior to . 
Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, its early age pre- 

cludes the idea of the wisdom with which i t  is 

replete being drawn from any of those famous 

sources of human philosophy. A slight comparison 

also will suffice to show that i t  is immeasurably 

superior in spirit as well as in execution to the 

apocryphal books of Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus ; 

and we are led to the conclusion that he whom 

God was pleased to endow with the gift of extra- 

ordinary wisdom, was " moved by the Holy Spirit " 

to make a selection of his oracular sayings for the 

benefit of his fellow-men. It was recognised by 

the ancient church as a canonical book, and its 

inspiration is established by the highest testimo- 

nies, numerous quotations being made from i t  in 

the New Testament. And although, in the pro- 
gressive development of divine truth, i t  is inferior 

the pure and high-toned morality of the Ser- 

mon on the Mount, the book of Proverbs occu- 
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pies an important rank amongst the books of 

Scripture. 

Whether the book of Ecclesiastes was written 

by Solomon or by some later author, who adopted 

that royal voluptuary as the leading character or 

hero of his didactic poem, i t  does not fall within 
our province to inquire. The grand object of the 

piece is, by a general survey of earthly scenes, to 

contrast the vanity of human pursuits, when looked 

to as the chief end of life, with the blessedness 

true wisdom or religion. This is its scope; an 

although there is considerable difficulty in inter 

preting some passages, which seem here to inciil 

cate sensual epicurism: and there to lean toward 

fatalism and scepticism,' yet these anomalies ar 

only apparent, arising from the discursive natu 

of the poem ; and the writer, guided by a bett 

philosophy than that of the schools, shows th 

the chief good-the happiness which all men a 

pursuing, but which so few succeed in obtai 

-is the attainment of heavenly wisdom : that 

the grand end, and all other things are only t 
means towards its acquisition. Accordingly, aft 

his poetical tour through all the diverse scenes 

human life and occupation in an experimen 
Ch. iii. 12, 13, 22. Ch. vii. 16, ix. 2-10. 
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search after true happiness, he arrives at the grand 

conclusion " of the " whole " inquiry,-that since 

worldly good does not yield solid satisfaction to 

a human soul, and there is a future judgment, 

which will rectify all the seeming disorders of the 

present state, (' man's whole duty is to fear God 

and keep His commandments," by a faithful dis- 

charge of the duties, and a sober, thankful enjoy- 

ment of the blessings of life. The title of Eccle- 

siastes to be ranked amongst the sacred books 

cannot be doubted. I t  was received into the 

canon by Ezra and his prophetic colleagues, when 

a general collection was made under their inspired 

direction, after the return from the captivity. I t  

is included in the Septuagint version, which was 

made before the Christian era ; and although no 

passage is quoted, no allusion is made to i t  in 

any part of the Old or New Testament, i t  un- 

doubtedly composed one of the books of divine 

authority which our Lord called r& 'ypa+d?, the 

Scriptures.' 

The Song lias been previously noticed in Lec- 
ture I. 

THE PBOPHETICAL BOOKS, which come next after 
Matt. xxii. 29. 
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the historical and poetical, form the third division 

of the Old Testament, and occupy an important 

place in the sacred volume. Viewed in their true 

and proper character, as containing the revelation of 

a connected series of events in the remote history 

of the world and the church, they present a col- 

lective body of evidence, which cannot be gainsaid, 

attesting the divine truth and inspiration of the 

Scriptures. 

"Heaven from all eyes has closed the book of fate, 
All but the passing page, the present state." 

As to the great mass of occurrences which are 

destined to chequer their own personal his 

men know nothing ; and although individuals m 
be able in a few inst'ances to trace the course 

events, because experience or a far-seeing sagaci 

enables them to penetrate a little further th 

others, yet mankind are universally ignorant 

what is to happen in time to come. They ca 

see, if we may say so, above a yard or two be 

them ; and they are as incapable of describing t 

transactions of to-morrow, as they are of writin 

the records of eternity itself. Were a person, the 

to foretell with clear and unhesitating confident 

an event which would produce deep and lastin 

effects on the physical condition or the social an 
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moral interests of a people, and his prediction to 

be verified in all respects, we should be disposed 

to regard that person as endowed with a faculty 

of foresight above the reach of ordinary men ; and 

were a succession of persons to appear, predicting 

not one event only, but a multitude of events, 

which would overthrow certain specified nations 

existing at the time of the prediction, describing 

the exact order and manner in which those na- 

tional vicissitudes would take place, and represent- 

ing them all as merely preparatory to the advent of 

a universal king, and the establishment of a new 

form of society, which would extend all the world 

over,-and these oracular utterances were to be 

realized by the accomplishment of the principal 

of these events, so exactly in time, place, and 

character, as to give a sure and reliable pledge 

of the whole being fulfilled in due course,-the 

conclusion would be forced upon thoughtful minds, 

that the persons capable of diving so far into the 

dark and unknown depths of futurity, were gifted 

with a foreknowledge above the natural powers 

of humanity,-in other words, that they were in- 

spired. Now this is precisely the case with the 

authors of the particular class of books we are now 

approaching. The predicting of future events 
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was not, indeed, the primary or the stated duty 

of their office. The name for a prophet in the 

original is flat&, a speaker; and it is applied in a 

the Old Testament Scriptures, sometimes to de- 
. 

signate the patriarchs as men who were in close 

relations with God, and whose intercessory influ- 

ence as His friends was of great avail in obtainin 

His favour ;l at other times, to describe a person 

employed to communicate some revelation from 

God ; and as such a one, in delivering his message, 

spoke of necessity under the influence of divine 

inspiration, he was called "man of God" by th 

sacred historians; and "man of the Spirit7' and 

"messenger of the Lord" by the prophets: while 

the utterance made by him was called " the word 

of the Lord;" * and on different occasions it i 
used also as an appellative of men who wer 

supernaturally moved to pour forth poetical an 

highly figurative effusions about God and divin 

things in a bold energetic manner: and to pro 

phesy things to come.6 In addition to Nabhi, tw 

Gen. xx. 7 ; Deut. xxxiv. 10 ; PS. CV. 15. 
1 Sam. ii. 27, ix. 6 ; 1 Kings xiii. 
Ezek. ii. 2 ; HOS. ix. 7 ; Hagg. i. IS. 
Num. xxiv. 3 ; 2 Sarn. xxiii. 1 ; PS. xxxvi. 1 ; PTOT. xxx. 1 ; 

Jer. xxix. 31. 
Ex. xv. 20, 21 ; Num. xi. 29 ; 1 Sarn. X. 5, 10--15 ; Luke i. f 

Amos iii. 7, 8. 
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other words occur in the historical books,-B&, 

a seer, an ancient t,erm, nearly though not wholly 

confined to Samuel ;l and the other Chozeh, which 

is found in the later books. All three terms are 

used in one passage to distinguish different phases 

of the prophetical ~haracter .~ It would be en- 

tirely out of place here to trace the origin and 

progress of this sacred office. Suffice it to observe, 

that while there were "prophets since the world 

began,"-Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Jacob, and Moses, 

-in the time of the judges the prophets began to 

come into prominence, as occupying the functions 

of religious teachers, which the priests were un- 

willing or unable to perform ; and that under the 

auspices of Samuel, who founded or established 

seminaries for the education of young persons 

qualified to undertake the duties, a regular supply 

of prophets was provided, who were of the greatest 

use in contributing to preserve the interests of 

sound morality and genuine religion during the 

declining period of the monarchy, and some of 

whom exercised an influence of extraordinary power 

over the court as well as the nation. The pro- 

phets were the preachers of their day; and by 

the peculiarities of their dress and manner, as 
2 Cliron. xvi. 7, 10 ; Isa. xxx. 20. 1 Chron. xxix. 29. 
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well as by the impressive and solemn character 

of their utterances, they produced effects on the 

character of their age unequalled by the greatest 
pulpit orators of modern times. Men of burning 

zeal for the glory of God, and for the maintenance 

of the cause of righteousness, they were accus- 

tomed, in  the earnest discharge of their sacred 
functions, to encounter opposition, and to brave 

difficulties from which other men would have 

shrunk; and i t  was mainly, or rather solely, through 

their indomitable energy that the true religion 

was preserved or revived in that land which God 

had chosen as its sanctuary or asylum in ancient 

times. But i t  is not so much in the character 

of teachers of righteousness that we are to view 

them, as in that of rebukers of unrighteousness, 

who denounced God's judgment on the idolatries 

and sins, whether of His own sinful people or of 

the nations who unrighteously executed the just 

judgments of Heaven upon them. They predicted 

many future events; and the nearer of these, by 

the fulfilment of their prophecies, accredited to 
those who would listen to their proclamations, the 

events that were more distant; while to us, the 

then more remotely future, the prophecies relating 

to  Christ, which are now fulfilled in the gospel 
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history, or to the extension of the church in all 

parts of the world, which has taken place in 

modern times, confirm the credibility of the earlier. 

The four great prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, 

and Daniel, stand by themselves in our version; 

while the twelve prophets at the head of whom 

stands Hosea, were called "the minor prophets," 

not from the less importance of their prophecies, 

compared with those of the preceding four, but 

from the smaller space and extent of their pro- 

phecies. The whole collection of their prophecies 

does not equal in bulk the prophecies of Isaiah 

alone: for God, who in His wisdom determined 

that no prophecy of the earlier prophets, such as 

Samuel, Elijah, Elisha, and others, should be com- 

mitted to  writing, willed also that a very small 

fragment of what the later prophets had spoken 

in His cause should be preserved. Their collected 

writings, which were comprised in one prophetic 

roll, have been reckoned, both in the Jewish and 

Christian church, as forming one book; and they 

themselves, like the apostles, were called " the 

twelve." Shortly after the close of the memorable 

services of Elijah and Elisha, the latter of whom 

flourished in the time of Joash, "there arose in 

the next reign, that of Jeroboam II., the first of 
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that brilliant constellation of prophets, whose light 

gleamed over the fall of Israel and Judah, shone 

in their captivity, and set at last with the pre- 
diction of him who should precede the Sun of 

Righteousness. -Then Hosea, Amos, Jonah, pro- 

phesied in the kingdom of Israel. Joel was 

probably called at the same time to prophesy in 

Judah, and Obadiah to deliver his prophecy as to 

Edom ; Isaiah a few years later. Micah began his 

office in the following reign of Jotham, and pro- 

phesied, together with Isaiah, to and in the reign 

of Hezekiah ; Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel, on 

the eve of and duringthe captivity in Babylon. 

The order, then, of ' the twelve' was probably 

altogether an order of time. We know that the 

four greater prophets are placed in that order, as 

also the three last of the twelve. Of the five first, 

Hosea, Amos, and Jonah were nearly contem- 

porary ; Joel was prior to Amos ; and of the four 

remaining, Micah and Nahum were later than 

Jonah, whom they succeed in order." Now, the 

most remarkable feature in the writings of those 

prophets is, that they comprise a continuous series 

of prophecies directed against the countries bor- 

l Pusey, Introduction to the Minor Prophets ; also Henderson's 
Minor Prophets. 
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dering on Judea, or connected with God's ancient 

people by political relations. There were isolated 
prophecies contained in the earlier books of Scrip- 

ture of a specific character, referring to individuals 

and their posterity, and arising out of particular 

circumstances,-such as that which related to the 

sons of Nosh;' that respecting the descendants 

of Abraham, their affliction in Egypt, their extorted 

deliverance from the power of tyrannical oppres- 

sion, and their final establishment in the promised 

land at a specified period ; Ishmael, who was 

destined to be the ancestor of a powerful nation, 

whose secluded state and wild irregular character 

are still exemplified in the Arabs ;' Esau, whose 

family '(should be cut off," till there should be 

" none remaining of the house of Esau ; " Judah, 

that the sceptre would depart from him; David, 

that he would be elevated to the throne of Israel: 

-that a succession of heavy disasters would befall 

his royal house: and yet that his dynasty would 
* 

retain the royal authority ; Josiah ; Cyrus, and 

his edict for the restoration of the captive Jews ; l0 

l Gen. ix. 25-27. Gen. xv. 13-16. 
Gen. xvi. 10-12, xvii. 20. Jer. xlix. 17. 
Gen. xlix. 10. 2 Sam. iii. 18. 

7 2 Sam. xii. 11. 2 Chron. xxi. 7. 
I Kings xiii. 2. l0 Isa. xliv. 28. 
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Nebuchadnezzar and his extraordinary affliction ; l 

the birth of the B a p t i ~ t ; ~  Peter and his uncommon 

form of martyrdom; and that which concerned 

the last of the apostles.4 All these were prophecies 

delivered at a time and in circumstances when 

there was no indication in the course of things 

that the predicted issues would take place, and 

when the result could not be ascribed, on any 

ground of reason, to the penetration of great saga- 

city or a shrewd conjecture. There are prophecies 

respecting countries, places, and nations, which 

were doomed as a punishment for the sins and 

provocations of their inhabitants, some to long, 

others to perpetual desolation or destruction : such 

as Amalek, the remembrance of whom was to be 

utterly put out from under h e a ~ e n ; ~  Nineveh, 

whose destruction was to be ~ o m p l e t e ; ~  Babylon, 

that i t  should be a desolation for ever, a posses- 

sion for the bittern, and pools of water ; Tyre, a 

place for fishers to spread their nets upon; Egypt, 
a bare kingdom-the basest of the kingdoms ; 

Jerusalem, that i t  should be trodden down of the 

Gentiles:' and the whole coast of Judea laid deso- 

l Dan. iv. 19, 36. Luke i. 3 John xxi. 19. 
John xxi. 22. Ex. kvii. 14. Nahum iii. 

7 Isa. xiii. xiv. 8 Ezek. xxvi. 4, 5. 
Ezek. xxix. 14, 15. 10 Luke xxi. 25. 
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late ;l Idumea, and its famous capital Petra ; 

Amman,' Moab? Bashan and Gilead, that their 

pastures should fade and their oaks be destroyed.5 

Modern travellers have in great numbers visited 

those localities; and in the accounts they have 

published, the descriptions they have given of the 

gloomy desolation and widespread ruin that mark 

the scenes, they have used-in many cases uncon- 

sciously-the very terms in which the ancient 

prophets denounced the doom. Striking as is the 

correspondence between the denunciations of pro- 

phecy and the blasted appearance of those once 

busy and populous but anathematized places, none 

are more wonderful than the prophetic descriptions 

of the four universal empires which were to arise 

in succession, and the ten kingdoms into which 

the last was to be subdivided-comprehending the 

rise, progress, characteristic government, and over- 

throw of each of them in turn;-these are so 

graphic and minute, that they may be said to 

embrace the general history of the world for 

several centuries. Besides these prophecies which 

have long ago been accomplished, there are various 

l Lev. xxvi. 31-33 ; Isa. vi. 10-12 ; Jer. ix. 11, xix. 15 ; Mic. 
v. 11-14. 

Jer. xlix. 7-22. 3 Jer. xlix. 1-5. Isa. xvi. 14. 
' Nahuni i. 4 ; sa. xi. 12 ;  Zech. xi. 2. 
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others which are in  the course of being fulfilled in 

the present" day, respecting the dispersion of the 

Jews, their grievous and protracted sufferings, their 

continued isolation from all other people, and their 

obstinate unbelief ; respecting the extension and 
universal establishment of Christianity ; the apos- 

tasy, tyranny, and idolatries of the Church of 

Rome ; and respecting a period of millennia1 glory.3 

Such predictions are found in the prophetic books 

respecting the state and destiny of all the contem- 

porary nations, which came into contact with the 

Jewish people while fulfilling God's purposes in 

Palestine, which seduced them by their idola- 

tries, or oppressed them by their insatiable ambi- 

tion for the acquisition of territory and power. 

They are not single and detached predictions, ut- 
tered by one individual or at  distant intervals, and 

either expressed with the ambiguity of oracular 

responses, or arresting attention by n~arvellous 

glimpses into futurity. On the contrary, they 

were delivered by various messengers who were 

commissioned for the purpose ; and they consti- 

tuted part of a scheme of revelation, by which 

lLev. xxvi. 38, 39 ; Deut. xxix. 62, 67;  Ezek. v. 10, 15; 
HOS. iii. 4. 

2 PS. ii. 8 ; Isa. liv. ; Mal. i. 11. 
1 Tim. iv. 1, 3 ; Rev. xiii. xvii. 
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God taught His ancient people to know that He 

was Governor among the nations. Joined together, 

they form a continuous chain of prophetic inti- 

mations, which, read in the light of their fulfil- 

ment, are virtually a record of ancient history; 

and by their minute graphic pictures of the cha- 

racters of the people against whom they are 

directed, of the physical productions of their 

country, of their grovelling superstitions and vices, 

of the causes of their decline and fall, and the 

death-like silence and desolation which for the 

wickedness of their inhabitants should reign for 

ever in those spots which were once teeming with 

life and activity, they furnish striking proofs of 

the reality and retributions of a superintending 

Providence. They occupy a large, though not the 

principal, portion of this third division of the Old 

Testament. For, parallel with this line of pre- 

dictions, there runs another line, longer, more 

connected, and more important in its bearings 

upon us, relating not to the vicissitudes of worldly 

kingdoms, but to the progressive development 

and universal establishment of the kingdom of 

God in Christ. "The spirit of prophecy is the 

testimony of Jesus ;" and from the moment that 

the interposition of a Saviour became necessary, 
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till the appointed period for His advent in the 

world, there was a series of prophetic announce- 

nients, at the times and in  the circumstances 

which appeared to infinite wisdom the fittest to 

stimulate the faith and hopes of the church by 
additional revelations. Not to dwell on the vague 

promise that He was to be a partaker of human 

nature, peculiarly "the seed of the woman," the 

first definite announcement was that He should 

descend from them in the line of Abraham; then 

that He was to spring from the tribe of Judah, 
and afterwards from the lineage of David. His 

office was prophetically described-His union of 

priest and king-the virgin state of His mother 

-the lowliness of His parentage-the obscurity 

of His station-the time of His appearance- 

the place of His nativity-His entrance upon His 

public ministry-His miracles of power and bene- 

ficence-the attributes of His character as a man 

and as a Kingof Zion-the opposition made to 

Him-His expiatory sufferings-the fulfilment of 

minute circumstantial predictions at His death 

-the extension of His gospel-the prevalence 

of universal peace and righteousness under His 

reign;-all these, and various other features of 

His character and work, are announced by one 
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or other of the prophets, who employ all the 

pomp of language, and enlist all the harmony of 

poetic numbers to portray in fitting strains the 

glories of Messiah. This is more or less the 

burden of all the larger prophetic books ; and more 

especially of him who, from the number, variety, 

and clearness of his predictions, has been styled 

the Evangelical prophet. While, in common with 

the rest of his prophetic brethren, he occasion- 

ally touches upon subjects of contemporary in- 

terest; forewarns his countrymen of the home 

disasters or the foreign captivities which their vices 

and apostasy would entail; and describes in awful 

terms the vicissitudes that would lay some ancient 

kings and kingdoms in the dust, or denounces 

the curse that doomed the land of others to per- 

petual sterility and desolation,-the predominant 

topic that occupies the mind of Isaiah is the 

character and office of the great Redeemer. That 

forms the chief burden of his prophetic song ; and 

never is the fulness of his genius and inspiration 

brought out into stronger activity; never does his 

harp send forth livelier or more elevated notes ; 

never does his glowing fancy, in its range through 

nature, collect such a group of rich and splendid 

imagery, as when, transporting himself into the 
K 
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visioned f~~ tu re ,  he contemplates the glories of the 

King of Zion. Several portions, indeed, of Isaiah's 

prophecies give an account of the Saviour's per- 

sonal history, with reference more especially t~ the 

tragic events that were to mark its close, so plain, 

so circunistantial, and so discriminating, that, with 

a slight change from the future to the past tense, 

i t  might stand for one of the narratives written 

by thh evangelical biographers. 

So large a collection of prophecies, relating to 

such a variety of subjects, as that which is con- 

tained in the Scriptures, would form, i t  might be 

supposed, a basis for the ascription of a divine 

origin and character to the Book which could 

not be easily shaken or undermined. Notwith- 

standing, the attempt has been made by the school 

of modern Rationalists, who endeavour in several 

ways to eliminate the predictive element from 

the sacred volume.' I n  general, they fritter down 

prophecy into nothing more than the shrewd con- 

jectures of sagacious men. But they apply thig 

principle differently. Some, for instance, contend 

hhat insulated prophecies were introduced into the 

place where they stand after the events:-& 

polite way of rejecting them as forgeries or fic- 

l Note C. ' Davidson, i. 198, 338, 428. 
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tions. Of this description are Jacob's prophetic 

delineation of the future fortunes of his sons;' 

Balaam's prophecy regarding Israel ;' the anathema 

denounced on the rebuilder of Jericho ; Samuel's 

account of the style and exactions of the future 

king ; Isaiah's prophecies regarding Hezekiah 

and Sennacherib? Allowing that some of these 

might have been spoken, i t  is insinuated that the 

speaker lived long enough to correct his prophecies 

by the light of later events, and thus imparted 

to those which referred to proximate occurrences 

a definiteness they did not exhibit when he gave 

them utterance; or that if the events were so 

remote as to put this solution of the difficulty 

out of the question, they allege that the predic- 

tion was actually given so near to the occurrence, 

that human sagacity c o ~ ~ l d  easily anticipate it, and 

thus what ignorant credulity exalted into a pre- 

diction, was nothing more than the foresight of 

observant and reflecting men. Of the former kind 

is Ezekicl's acc,ount of the grovelling supersti- 

tions practised in Jerusalem, which, t h o ~ ~ g h  pur- 

porting to have been obtained in prophetic vision, 

l Gen. xlix. a Num. xxii.-xxi~. 
Josh. vi. 26 ; cf. l Kings xvi. 34. ' 1 sam. viii. 11. 
' Isa. X.- xi^. 
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was really derived from the reports of persons 
l 

who brought him the intelligence direct from 

that capital; and of the latter kind-that is) the 

prophecies which were afterwards modified and - 
adapted to the actual state of things-are Moses' 

predictions in De~~teronom~, '  Isaiah's prophecy ~f 

Arabia and of Tyre,% and Jeremiah's prophecy of 
the seventy years' ~apt iv i ty .~  There is no weight in 
such objections as these. For in regard to JacoWs 

dying prophecy, which is prono~~nced by those 

critics a vaticiniurn post eventurn, it is a ground- 

less assertion, since there is distinct evidence that 

important integral parts of this prophecy,-viz. the 

separation of Levi for the priesthood: and the 

appointment of Joseph's two eldest sons to be 

heads of tribes) -were accomplished before the 

settlement in Canaan. I n  regard to Balaam's pro- 

phecy, i t  was delivered, as well as his death 

recorded ; and Moses' prophecies regarding the 

IocaIization of the tribes, and the future rejection 

of the unbelieving Jews, were uttered and de- 

posited in the ark, before the entrance into the 

promised land. The other prophecies n~entioned 

l Davidson, i. 383, iii. 15, 19, 98. 
a Ch. xxi. xxiii. Ch. xxix. 10. 

EX. xxxii. 29 ; Num. i. 49 ; Deut. X. 8, 9, xviii. l. 
Num, =xi. 8. 
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above are treated in a similar manner or assumed 

to be spurious, and on the ground of bold assump- 

tions rejected. Other Rationalists resort to a 

different explanation of the prophecies, particu- 

larly those relating to the changes and disasters 

which befell the countries bordering on Palestine, 

ascribing them to political foresight, and consi- 

dering them as parallelled by Seneca's supposed 

intiination of the discovery of America, Dante's 

anticipation of the Reformation, Burke's of the 

French Revol~~tion, and others of the disruption 

from this cou~ t ry  of the United States? Such 

a view of the prophecies is scarcc!ly deserving of 

notice ; for i t  degrades the Scriptures to the level 

of an ordinary book, and represents those events 

as mere political changes which God denounced 

as His judgments upon the nations for their ac- 

cumulated sins.' A third class of Rationalists 

' Stanley's Jewish Chumh, p. 463, first series ; Strachey's 
Hebrew pol i t ics.  

The language of Scripture is directly antagonistic to this 
view : '<Remember the former things of old : for 1 am God, and 
there is none else ; 1 an1 God, and there is none like me ; declaring 
the end from the beginning, and from ancient times the things 
that are not yet done." "Seek ye out of the book of the Lord, and 
read ; no one of these shall fail, none shall vant her mate : for 
my mouth it hath commanded, and His Spirit i t  hath gathered 
them" (Isa. xxxiv. 16, xlvi. 9, 10). "Though I make a full end 
of all nations whither I have scaitered you, I will not make a full 
end of you" (Jer. xxx. 11). 
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labour to expunge the Messianic element out of 

the prophetic books, and apply a11 that is com- 

monly interpreted as realized in Christ to Heze- 

kiah; the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah they con- 

sider a personification of the suffering Jews of the 

captivity, or a historical sketch of the persecutions 
of Jeremiah? Most triumphantly have all these 

infidel views been overcome) and the truth estab- 

lished. I t  is established not only- on the soundest 

principles of criticism, but by the bteady and here- 

ditary attitude of the Jewish nation, who, though 

blinded by their engrossing idea of a temporal 

king> have uniformly viewed these prophecies as 

pointing to a Messiah; and so thoroughJy did 

their faith in His appearance) as predicted, mould 

their character and aspirations) that, while all 

other people have looked back with admiring de 

light to some patriot king in the past history of 

their nation, the Jews alone  ZOO?^^ fomuad to 

a golden age, when a perfect Ruler would rise up 

from amongst themselves to govern the nations. 

Since the prophetic books then conktin? beyond 

controversy, direct, clear, and striking predic- 

tions of fut~lre events, the important fact to be 

l Jer. xi. 19, 23, xviii. 18-23, xx, 10, xxiii. 33-40, xv. 10, 
xxx~i i .  13-15, xxxmii. 4-20. 
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ascertained is, that they were publicly known in 

a written form at a date sufficiently distant from 

the event as to preclude the possibility of ascrib- 

ing the prophecies to the penetration of natural 

sagacity. No difficulty can be felt on this point, 

when i t  is recollected, that i t  is to men of the 

prophetic order we owe the whole of Old Testa- 

ment literature, and that previous to the reign 

of Josiah the prophets confined their moral and 

religious instructions to the oral discourses they 

addressed to their contemporaries. At that time, 

which has been called the Assyrian period, from 

the circumstance of the frequent allusion made by 

the prophets to the Assyrian invasions of Pales- 

tine, Joel, Hosea, Isaiah, Amos, Micali, Nahum, 

Jonah, flourished; and from the time of Josiah, 

which, from similar allusions to the captivity, has 

been called the Chaldean period, appeared Zepha- 

niah, Huldah, Jeremiah, Habakkuk, Ezekiel, Oba- 

diah, Daniel; and after the return from the cap- 

tivity, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi. "It was 

the golden age of the prophets in the capacity of 

writers. Those of the Assyrian period were poets. 

Isaiah is without an equal; and as for Joel and 

Nahum, all effort to commend them to readers of 

taste would be useless. In  the other prophets there 
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are passages of great splendour ; and in all of them 

there is such a lofty tone of piety and zeal for 

God and His honour, with such inflexible morality, 

as almost transports the reader into New Testament 

times." The publication of their works was not 

their own voluntary doing, for they were enjoined 

by their heavenly Master to commit their mes- 

sages and visions to writing; and as prediction 

was frequently followed by hortatory discourses, 

so the insertion of both in the record will account 

for the miscellaneous character of the prophetic 

books.2 And all of them were publicly known 

and acknowledged by the Jewish nation as 

canonical works before and at the period when 

Malachi, the last of the prophetic class, lived, 

about 400 B.C. As a further evidence of these 

books being in general circulation, we may state 

that later prophets frequently allude to and quote 

from the works of their predecessors : cf. Nahum 

i. 1 5  with Isa. lii. 1, 7 ; iii. 7 with Isa. li. 1 9  ; 

iii. 4, 5, with Isa. xlvii. 5, 9 ; Hab. ii. 18, 19, 

with Isa. xliv. 19,  20. Jeremiah's prophecy is 

' Moses Stuart on the Canon, p. 92. 
' Isaiah was commanded to write his visions, viii. 1, 16-18 ; 

in one book, xxx. 8. Jer. xxx. 2, 17, 18, 23, 29, xxxvi. 2, 17, 
18, X ~ V .  1, li. 60 ; Ezek. ii. 9, 10, iii. 1, 3, xxiv. 2, xliii. 11 ; 
Dan. xii. 4 ; Zech. v. 1 ; Hab. ii. 2. 
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interspersed with quotations from the latter part 

of Isaiah, particularly in ch. l., li., which consist 

almost wholly of extracts from that prophet. When 

the second book of Chronicles was written, the 

Prophecies was a well-known work (2 Chron. xxxii. 

32), and Daniel learned from the study of Jere- 

miah that the appointed duration of their capti- 

vity had expired (cf. Dan. ix. 2 with Jer. xxv. 

11, 12). Thus the date of the prophetic books col- 

lectively is sufficiently ascertained ; and though we 

should admit that some of the prophecies respecting 

contemporary nations were really the anticipations 

of political sagacity, there are prophecies in abun- 

dance scattered throughout the Scriptures which 

cannot be accounted for on any natural principles, 

-prophecies uttered at a very remote period, and 

which, independently of all intermediate contin- 

gencies, were yet literally verified. Of such a cha- 

racter was the prophecy regarding Cyrus; and no 

laboured attempt to prove that this portion of the 

book was written by a younger Isaiah, who was 

personally acquainted with the Persian monarch, 

and knew his secret politics, can remove the 

marvellous mystery of this passage.' Of such a 

character is the prophecy of Moses concerning the 

1 Isa. xlv. 1. 
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desolations of Palestine, which are so widespread 

and so striking as to extort from the French 

infidel Volney an unconscious acknowledgment of 

its fulfilment : "From whence proceed such melan- 
choly revolutions ? For what cause is the fortune 

of those countries so strikingly changed ? Why 
are so many cities destroyed ? Why is not that 

ancient population reproduced and perpetuated ? 

A mysterious God exercises His incomprehensible 

judgments ; He has doubtless pronounced a secret 

malediction against the land." "Wherefore hath 

the Lord done thus unto this land ? What meaneth 

the heat of His great anger ? " l The fulfilment of 

these and many other remarkable prophecies, ut- 

tered at a time which entirely precludes the idea 

of human prevision, establishes not only the truth 

and authenticity, but the inspiration, of the Scrip- 

tures. I n  predicting events so remote, depending 

upon so many unforeseen contingencies, and so far 

beyond the reach of human knowledge, the He- 

brew prophets must have been indebted for the 

miraculous power of penetrating the mysteries of 

the future to the guidance of Him who "knows 

the end from the beginning ; " and every unpre- 

judiced and reflecting mind will be convinced that 

Deut. xxix. 22-24. 
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the only conclusion to be come to is, "that pro- 

phecy came not in old time by the will of man, but 

holy men of God spake as they were moved by 

the Holy Ghost." 

1 See Note D. 
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